- DRAFT AGENDA Town of Nags Head Planning Board
Tuesday, March 16th, 2021; 9:00 a.m.
This meeting will be held electronically/remotely utilizing the ZOOM meeting platform. Members of
the public will be able to attend the meeting using the ZOOM platform or app on their computer or
smartphone, or by calling in using a phone.
Please click the link below to join the webinar:
https://nagsheadnc.zoom.us/j/99301733270
Or iPhone one-tap :
US: +13126266799,,99301733270# or +19292056099,,99301733270#
Or Telephone:
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location):
US: +1 312 626 6799 or +1 929 205 6099 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 346 248 7799
or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 253 215 8782
Webinar ID: 993 0173 3270
Should you have questions about using this platform, or have technical difficulties during the
course of the meeting, please email planning@nagsheadnc.gov or call 252-441-7016
A. Call To Order
B. Approval Of Agenda
C. Public Comment/Audience Response
D. Approval Of Minutes
February 16th, 2021 Planning Board Meeting
Documents:
FEBRUARY 16 2021 DRAFT MINUTES.PDF
E. Action Items

1. Consideration Of Various Text Amendments
to update the Unified Development Ordinance as required by N.C.G.S. 160D.
2. Consideration Of Text Amendments To The Unified Development Ordinance
to update references in the Stormwater, Fill and Runoff Management Ordinance for
regulatory reference manuals.
Documents:
MEMO TO PB RE STORMWATER AMENDMENTS_3-12-2021.PDF
3. Consideration Of Text Amendments To The Unified Development Ordinance

regulatory reference manuals.
Documents:
MEMO TO PB RE STORMWATER AMENDMENTS_3-12-2021.PDF
3. Consideration Of Text Amendments To The Unified Development Ordinance
pertaining to the permitted zoning district location and supplemental regulations for
hotels.
Documents:
MEMO TO PB RE HOTELS IN CR_3-12-2021.PDF
4. Consideration Of Text Amendments To The Unified Development Ordinance
pertaining to the various Commercial Mixed-Use use types and the various uses
allowed therewith.
5. Consideration Of Text Amendments To The Unified Development Ordinance
pertaining to electric vehicle battery charging and battery exchange stations.
F. Report On Board Of Commissioners Actions - March 3, 2021
Documents:
MAR 3 2021 BOC ACTIONS.PDF
G. Town Updates - As Requested
H. Discussion Items

1. February 25th, 2021 Director’s Report.
Documents:
MEMO PND DIRECTOR REPORT_2-25-2021.PDF
2. Review Planning & Development Department’s Work Plan
I. Planning Board Members' Agenda
J. Planning Board Chairman's Agenda
K. Adjournment
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The Planning Board of the Town of Nags Head met on Tuesday February 16, 2021. Due to Covid-19
restrictions, this meeting was held electronically/remotely utilizing the online ZOOM meeting platform.
Members of the public were invited to attend the meeting using the ZOOM platform or app, or by
calling in using a phone.
Planning Board Chair Megan Vaughan called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m. as a quorum was
present.

Members Present
Megan Vaughan, Kristi Wright, Molly Harrison, Gary Ferguson, Meade Gwinn, Megan Lambert

Members Absent
David Elder

Others Present
Michael Zehner, Kelly Wyatt, Holly White

Approval of Agenda
Chair Vaughan asked for a motion to approve the agenda. Meade Gwinn moved to approve, Megan
Lambert seconded, and the motion passed unanimously via roll call vote.

Public Comment/Audience Response
None

Approval of Minutes
Chair Vaughan asked for a motion to approve the minutes of the January 19, 2021 meeting. Kristi
Wright moved to approve the minutes as presented, Meade Gwinn seconded, and the motion passed
unanimously via roll call vote.

Action Items
Consideration of Various Text Amendments to Update the Unified Development Ordinance as
Required by N.C.G.S. 160D
Deputy Planning Director Kelly Wyatt provided the Planning Board with a brief presentation of the
current status of the 160D update. Ms. Wyatt noted that while Staff is making progress, it is not quite
ready for the Board to take action on it just yet. Instead, Ms. Wyatt reviewed a PDF document which
took the checklist that Staff had previously discussed and included notes showing what has been
completed and what still needs work. Ms. Wyatt noted the expectation is to consider a
recommendation at the March meeting. Planning Director Michael Zehner noted that that there are
things that they have to do and things that they can/may do. Staff does not know if they have to
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address a lot of those in terms of references but have found that they where they have that option,
they are consistent with the requirements of 160D. Ms. Wyatt confirmed for Chair Vaughan that this
process will tighten up some of the language, leaving it less open to interpretation.

Consideration of Text Amendments to the Unified Development Ordinance Pertaining to Outdoor
Lighting and Lighting for Signage
Mr. Zehner explained that Staff presented the final report on the review of the Town’s lighting
regulations to the Board of Commissioners on February 3, 2021.
While the Board was appreciative of the thoroughness and effort provided by both Staff and the
Planning Board, it was the consensus of the Board that the focus of any next steps should be on
addressing deficiencies in current regulations that do not adequately limit commercial site and
signage lighting. The Board was not necessarily supportive of addressing regulations on residential
lighting. Mr. Zehner was unsure if Staff might do that in the future, but they still intend to update the
sign ordinance and noted there is an opportunity to make some improvements there.
Staff has been working on identifying and drafting necessary amendments and Mr. Zehner shared
these with the Board.
Mr. Zehner discussed wall signs and limiting the size which can be internally illuminated vs. externally
illuminated or back lit/reverse lit. Mr. Zehner also discussed differentiating between a commercial
building that has multiple tenants vs. a single tenant.
Mr. Zehner presented some photos of Sugar Kingdom which was the focus of a lot the concerns
brought up by the Board.
Mr. Zehner also discussed putting some limitations on the lighting of roof signs. Ms. Wyatt gave
Souvenir City at Whalebone junction and the Sea Foam Hotel as examples of commercial properties
with roof signs. Mr. Ferguson inquired about the Mulligan’s Restaurant rooftop sign which he stated
extends beyond the peak of the roof. Mr. Zehner noted that the code doesn’t speak to that stating
only that roof signs shall be no taller than ten feet from the lowest point of attachment to the roof
and can’t exceed the maximum height limit for the zoning district in which it’s in.
Mr. Zehner reminded the Board that the focus should stay on lighting and that they could come back
to address roof signs at a later time. Mr. Zehner noted that there is more to discuss about signage
and Staff is interested in pursuing it but there are some prioritized edits or amendments that they
want to put forward. The Board may want to consider whether they wish to recommended advancing
some of the potential amendments sooner rather than later to mitigate for the most pressing issues.
Mr. Zehner continued his presentation on proposed revisions to the lighting ordinance, including
illumination of signs, regulations on LED lighting and color temperature, and parking lot lights. Mr.
Zehner noted that he tried to focus on the things that he felt would make the most impact.
Mr. Gwinn questioned what the Town is trying to accomplish with these changes. Mr. Zehner
explained that what was conveyed to Staff from the Commissioners was that there were concerns
associated with excessively bright parking lighting and wall signage. Mr. Gwinn discussed balancing
the need for adequate lighting for security and advertising with the goal of having a dark sky. Mr.
Gwinn also discussed the possibility of putting timers on lit signs.
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Mr. Zehner confirmed for Ms. Harrison that at this point in time Staff was not proposing any changes
to interior lighting as the current provisions are very robust.

Mr. Zehner confirmed for Chair Vaughn that when calculating the percentage of signs related to wall
size Staff would calculate the entire length of the wall including any window space.
Mr. Zehner confirmed for Mr. Ferguson that the UDO does not allow someone to completely cover a
window with a sign; there are provisions for window signs.
Mr. Zehner confirmed that these changes to the ordinance would not require anyone to change out
existing light fixtures.
Mr. Zehner reviewed the list of sign violations that were shared in his staff report.
Chair Vaughan noted that it sounded like they would like to do more but that they can still take action
on the more pressing issues and still continue their discussion.
Mr. Zehner stated that if the Board was interesting in Mr. Gwinn’s suggestion of limiting times for lit
signs Staff could come up with some language that they can include in this and also making sure that
the wall sign limit changes depending on if it’s a single tenant vs. multi-tenant property.
After some further discussion, the Board agreed that they would like to discuss further the idea of
time limits on lit signs and maybe get input from businesses. The Board also agreed that driving the
Town in the evening closer to the season would be helpful for finding examples of what they like and
don’t like.
Gary Ferguson moved to recommend approval of the text amendments; Molly Harrison seconded the
motion and the motion passed unanimously via roll call vote.

Reconsideration of Text Amendments to the Unified Development Ordinance Pertaining to
Nonconforming Hotels and Accessory Uses in Association with Pre-existing Fishing Piers
Mr. Zehner explained that a public hearing on the proposed text amendments was held as part of the
Board of Commissioners’ meeting on February 3, 2021. Following presentation of information, public
comments, and discussion, the Board agreed by motion to continue the public hearing to their
meeting schedule for March 3, 2021, and to refer the proposed amendments back to the Planning
Board. requesting that the Planning Board consider establishing dimensional requirements more
consistent with those formerly applicable in the CR district, as opposed to those applicable in the C-2
district, as well as specific additional findings applicable to these types of conditional use permits.
Mr. Zehner reviewed the current UDO supplemental regulations concerning hotels, with the
current draft text amendment language pertaining to nonconforming hotels included. Mr. Zehner
noted that hotels are only allowed in the C1 and C2 and the hotel overlay districts. Based on the
questions/comments from the Commissioners, Staff felt that those allowances in the C2 district may
be too inconsistent with expectations for development along the oceanfront. Staff went back and
looked at the former provisions that were applicable to hotels in the CR district and highlighted those
they thought should be carried into the new text amendment.
Staff would suggest that the highlighted provisions be considered for inclusion in the draft text
amendments. Additionally, and related, the Board may want to provide further feedback as to what is
the appropriate demolition percentage of the existing gross floor area of a building occupied by a
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nonconforming hotel and whether it is necessary to stipulate that such a limit shall preclude further
demolition in excess within a certain time period.

Mr. Zehner then reviewed the Conditional Use Permit findings and what additional findings might look
like.
Mr. Zehner confirmed for Mr. Gwinn that there are nine hotel properties that Staff believe this would
affect that are currently pre-existing, nonconforming hotels on the oceanfront.
Mr. Zehner presented a zoning map showing which areas in the town are zoned CR.
Mr. Ferguson stated that he did not think that they are going to see a lot of motels being built. In his
opinion the market is going to drive a lot of this and if the Town keeps rigorous standards up for
hotel development then he believes the use should be allowed with a conditional use permit.
Mr. Zehner clarified that the proposed text amendment is focused not on allowing new hotels but
giving flexibility to pre-existing, nonconforming hotels to seek a conditional use permit to allow for
modifications. Mr. Zehner noted that they may want to discuss whether or not they want hotels in the
CR district.
Mr. Ferguson expressed surprised that hotels are no longer allowed on the oceanfront and the Board
discussed how this came about. The ideas of protecting view sheds and the overall resiliency of
buildings on the oceanfront were discussed.
The Board then discussed the demolition allowance, with Chair Vaughan noting that 75 percent
seemed high and basically allows property owners to start all over. Chair Vaughan questioned if the
Town is not allowing other people to build hotels on the oceanfront why would they allow a handful
of people to do that much demolition and rebuilding?
Mr. Zehner noted that he had reduced the allowance from 75 percent to 50 percent and it could be
further reduced to 25 to 30 percent.
Mr. Zehner confirmed for Chair Vaughan that the goal is to allow hotels to make improvements and
keep them viable as well as preservation of character.
Chair Vaughan agreed with having a set of findings but felt that they need to be as objective as
possible.
Mr. Ferguson questioned the ability of a hotel which has been 50% demolished to be able to rebuild
and meet the proposed standards.
Mr. Zehner explained that hopefully they would get a conditional use permit with a proposed site plan
prior to demoing so that they don’t lose any vesting related to the nonconformity.
Mr. Zehner reviewed the standards for the CR district including what had been removed and noted
that nothing new has been added; additionally, he did not include the minimum width requirement
because they are not talking about vacant land.
Meade Gwinn moved to recommend approval of the proposed text amendments. Chair Vaughan
seconded the motion and it passed unanimously via roll call vote. The Board also agreed that the
Town should consider allowing hotels in the CR District.
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Report on Board of Commissioners Actions – February 3, 2021
Mr. Zehner gave a report on the Actions from the Board of Commissioner’s February 3, 2021 Meeting.
Of note, the consent agenda was approved and included updates to the town’s Vegetative Planting
Guidelines – removal of Pampas grass from the planting requirements; a Public Hearing was held to
consider text amendments to the UDO pertaining to nonconforming hotels and accessory uses in
association with preexisting fishing piers which the Planning Board just discussed; the Commissioners
reviewed the Town Outdoor Lighting Regulations, and it was Board consensus that staff review the
commercial lighting issue that brought this lighting matter forward, research new lighting technology,
and prepare proposed ordinance amendments for Board consideration which the Board also reviewed
and discussed during today’s meeting.
Mr. Zehner confirmed for Chair Vaughan that the Town has a recruitment firm working on finding a
permanent replacement for the Town Manager.

Town Updates
None

Discussion Items
Discussion and Acceptance of 2021 Submittal Calendar
Chair Vaughan reviewed the proposed meeting/submittal dates with the Board. Chair Vaughan stated
she was fine with moving up the December meeting from the 21 st to the 14th so it does not conflict
with holiday travel plans. The Board was in agreement with the date change and approved the 2021
Calendar.

January 27, 2021 Director's Report
Mr. Zehner presented his Director’s Report to the Board. This report was shared with the
Commissioners at their February 3rd Meeting. The report included meetings or activities of note that
Staff was involved in during the month; a North Carolina School of Government Report on
Development Regulations; an update on sourcing a Level 2 Charger - as directed at the
Commissioners January meeting, Staff is working to pursue a potential arrangement to allow for the
location of a charger for electric vehicles on Town property.
Mr. Zehner confirmed for Mr. Gwinn that Level 2 Chargers are fairly standard in terms of the types of
EVs that it can charge, and there are adapters for vehicles with proprietary plugs.
Other updates included the CAMA Land Use Plan; Town Workforce Housing Study & Plan;
Decentralized Wastewater Management Plan; and a list of the grants that have been applied for
including one for the installation of a Tide gauge.

Review Planning & Development Department's Work Plan
Mr. Zehner explained that last year, Staff presented and received input from the Board on a
Department Work Plan that identified then current fiscal year projects, projects planned for FY20-21
(the now current fiscal year), and future projects.
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As part of the meeting packet, a copy of Staff’s last memorandum to the Board, dated April 17, 2020
and updated May 15, 2020, was shared with the Board for their review and for a reminder regarding
the context that led to the development of the Work Plan. Additionally, a copy of the Work Plan was
also included, color-coded to reflect project status as of February 12, 2021.

Mr. Zehner reviewed the updated plan noting that this is a status update of the Work Plan developed
last year; therefore, Current FY Projects pertained to projects that were active in the last fiscal year,
while FY20-21 Projects refers to projects intended to be active in the current fiscal year.
In addition, this past fall, the Board of Commissioners approved a 5-year Strategic Plan for the Town.
This Plan included five actions for which Department Staff is directly responsible, as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Identify Housing Needs (RFI)
Reinitiate Seasonal Employees Housing Conversation
Land Use Policy and Regulation Review
Seek/Secure Estuarine Project Funding
Complete Wastewater Management Plan

While these actions have not been specifically incorporated into the Work Plan, they all relate to one
or more projects included in the Work Plan.

Planning Board Members' Agenda
None

Planning Board Chairman’s Agenda
None

Adjournment
A motion to adjourn was made by Kristi Wright. The time was 11:09 AM.
Respectfully submitted,
Lily Campos Nieberding
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MEMORANDUM
Town of Nags Head
Planning & Development Department
To: Planning Board
From: Kate Jones, Engineering Technician
Michael Zehner, Director of Planning & Development
Date: March 12, 2021
Subject: Consideration of Text Amendments to the Unified Development Ordinance
Pertaining to Stormwater Management
Staff would like to provide for review the Town of Nags Head Low Impact Development
Manual and Stormwater Reference Manual. This is an update to the Town Low Impact
Development Manual, First Edition, published in January 2014 and prepared in
connection with the NC Coastal Federation.
As stated in the Town of Nags Head’s Comprehensive Plan, the Manual shall serve “as
a reference document for local citizens and developers as part of town efforts to
improve stormwater management and as a technical resource for application of town
stormwater regulations. This manual is a guide for property owners who want to
improve stormwater management on their site and for those who seek low cost
practices to achieve compliance with the Town of Nags Head Stormwater Ordinance.”
This current edition (attached) incorporates the 2018 changes to the Stormwater, Fill
and Runoff management Section, and provides for the inclusion of Stormwater Control
Measure Fact Sheets and supplemental information related to Low Impact Development
practices. Changes to Article 11, Part I, Stormwater, Fill and Runoff Management, of the
UDO to address the updated Manual, as well as updated State resources, are attached
for the Board’s consideration.
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Existing
10.95 - Stormwater Management Facilities.
Projects shall incorporate stormwater control facilities to capture and retain stormwater runoff in
accordance with the following criteria:
10.95.1. All runoff from the project's built-upon area must be directed into an approved
stormwater management system designed to accommodate the volume of runoff generated by
a 4.3-inch design storm.
10.95.2. The stormwater management system shall be designed in accordance with the
standards, methodology, and procedures prescribed in Article 11, Part I, Stormwater, Fill, and
Runoff Management, the Town's Stormwater Best Management Practices Manual, and the
applicable requirements of the North Carolina Stormwater Best Management Practices Manual
(NCDEQ BMP Manual).
10.95.3. Project designs shall utilize low-impact development principles and best management
practices as the primary method for the treatment of stormwater, unless it is sufficiently
demonstrated to be impractical by the applicant.
10.95.4. Stormwater plans shall be prepared by a state licensed professional engineer.
10.95.5. Prior to the issuance of a certificate of completion for the project, a state licensed
professional engineer shall certify that the proposed improvements have been constructed in
accordance with the project design.
10.95.6. All stormwater detention and/or retention ponds and basins shall be designed as an
integral part of the development site and shall be aesthetically pleasing (for example, neatly
landscaped, well-maintained, vegetated slopes, decorative fencing if fencing is used).
Proposed
10.95 - Stormwater Management Facilities.
Projects shall incorporate stormwater control facilities to capture and retain stormwater runoff in
accordance with the following criteria:
10.95.1. All runoff from the project's built-upon area must be directed into an approved
stormwater management system designed to accommodate the volume of runoff generated by
a 4.3-inch design storm.
10.95.2. The stormwater management system shall be designed in accordance with the
standards, methodology, and procedures prescribed in Article 11, Part I, Stormwater, Fill, and
Runoff Management, the Town's Low Impact Development and Stormwater Reference Best
Management Practices Manual, and the applicable requirements of the North Carolina
Department of Environmental Quality (NCDEQ) Stormwater Design Manual/ Stormwater BMP
Manual.
10.95.3. Project designs shall utilize low-impact development principles and best management
practices as the primary method for the treatment of stormwater, unless it is sufficiently
demonstrated to be impractical by the applicant.
10.95.4. Stormwater plans shall be prepared by a state licensed professional engineer.
10.95.5. Prior to the issuance of a certificate of completion for the project, a state licensed
professional engineer shall certify that the proposed improvements have been constructed in
accordance with the project design.
10.95.6. All stormwater detention and/or retention ponds and basins shall be designed as an
integral part of the development site and shall be aesthetically pleasing (for example, neatly
landscaped, well-maintained, vegetated slopes, decorative fencing if fencing is used).
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Existing
11.3 - Administration
11.3.1. Designation of Stormwater Administrator.
The UDO Administrator or his/her designee(s) is hereby appointed to administer and implement
the provisions of this Part.
11.3.2. Duties and Responsibilities of the Stormwater Administrator.
Duties of the Stormwater Administrator shall include, but not be limited to:
11.3.2.1. Managing land disturbance permit applications and review of associated plans
in accordance with the standards of this Part.
11.3.2.2. Issuance of land disturbance permits through the supervision of zoning
administration and building inspections, so that land disturbance permits are integrated
within site plan approval and any conditions placed upon a floodplain or development
permit.
11.3.2.3. Coordinating the application of this Part with the Town's engineer and zoning
administration, building inspections, floodplain management, and sedimentation and
erosion control program functions.
11.3.2.4. Ensuring the enforcement of this Part, including plan review, issuance of
notices of violations, and monitoring of operations and maintenance requirements on
an on-going basis.
11.3.2.5. Maintaining up to date resource materials including the current edition of the
North Carolina Best Management Practices Manual, the Town of Nags Head Best
Management Manual, and the Town of Nags Head Recommended Standard Details
Manual.
11.3.2.6. Promoting public education and reference materials on stormwater
management, flood prevention and water quality protection.

Proposed
11.3 - Administration.
11.3.1. Designation of Stormwater Administrator. The UDO Administrator or his/her designee(s)
is hereby appointed to administer and implement the provisions of this Part.
11.3.2. Duties and Responsibilities of the Stormwater Administrator.
Duties of the Stormwater Administrator shall include, but not be limited to:
11.3.2.1. Managing land disturbance permit applications and review of associated plans
in accordance with the standards of this Part.
11.3.2.2. Issuance of land disturbance permits through the supervision of zoning
administration and building inspections, so that land disturbance permits are integrated
within site plan approval and any conditions placed upon a floodplain or development
permit.
11.3.2.3. Coordinating the application of this Part with the Town's engineer and zoning
administration, building inspections, floodplain management, and sedimentation and
erosion control program functions.
11.3.2.4. Ensuring the enforcement of this Part, including plan review, issuance of
notices of violations, and monitoring of operations and maintenance requirements on
an on-going basis.
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11.3.2.5. Maintaining up to date resource materials including Town of Nags Head Low
Impact Development Manual and Stormwater Reference Manual and the North Carolina
Department of Environmental Quality (NCDEQ) Stormwater Design Manual/ Stormwater
BMP Manual.
11.3.2.6. Promoting public education and reference materials on stormwater
management, flood prevention and water quality protection.

Existing
Section 11.9 - Reference Documents.
11.9.1. The Town has prepared a Town of Nags Head Recommended Standard Details Manual
which includes guidance on specific stormwater control measures and other requirements of
this ordinance. The Town will make copies of the most current Town Recommended Standard
Details Manual and the most current NCDEQ BMP manual available to applicants.
11.9.2. Applicants for permits under this Part shall refer to the most current editions of the
NCDEQ BMP manual and the Town's manual if citing them for the design, construction and
maintenance management practices on the site associated with the application. Stormwater
treatment practices that are designed, constructed, and maintained in accordance with the
NCDEQ BMP manual and the Town manual will be presumed to meet the minimum water
quality and quantity performance standards of this Part.
11.9.3. Applicants for permits under this Part may propose utilization of a stormwater
management practice or practices which are not designed, constructed or maintained in
accordance with the NCDEQ BMP manual and the Town Recommended Standard Details
Manual. In such cases, the applicant shall have the burden of demonstrating that the practice(s)
will satisfy the minimum water quality and quantity performance standards of this ordinance
and the practices must be approved by the UDO Administrator.
11.9.4. Upon review and evaluation of an application for a permit under this Part, the
Stormwater Administrator may recommend management practices regarding a particular site. If
upon review and inspection the UDO Administrator determines that the environmental
conditions of a particular site will not support the management practices proposed by an
applicant, the UDO Administrator may require reasonable changes to the application,
professional certification of a particular design and/or evaluation of the proposal by the Town
Engineer. The UDO Administrator may require any reasonable changes to an application
proposed by the Town Engineer.
Proposed
Section 11.9 - Reference Documents.
11.9.1. The Town has prepared a Town of Nags Head Low Impact Development and Stormwater
Reference Manual which includes guidance on Low Impact Development concepts and related
information, as well as specific stormwater control measures and other requirements of this
ordinance. The Town will make copies available upon request of the Town of Nags Head Low
Impact Development and Stormwater Reference Manual and the North Carolina Department of
Environmental Quality (NCDEQ) Stormwater Design Manual/ Stormwater BMP Manual.
11.9.2. Applicants for permits under this Part shall refer to the most current editions of the
NCDEQ Stormwater Design Manual/ Stormwater BMP Manual and the Town's Low Impact
Development and Stormwater Reference Manual if citing them for the design, construction and
maintenance management practices on the site associated with the application. Stormwater
treatment practices that are designed, constructed, and maintained in accordance with the
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NCDEQ Stormwater Design Manual/ Stormwater BMP Manual and the Town's Low Impact
Development and Stormwater Reference Manual will be presumed to meet the minimum water
quality and quantity performance standards of this Part.
11.9.3. Applicants for permits under this Part may propose utilization of a stormwater
management practice or practices which are not designed, constructed, or maintained in
accordance with the NCDEQ Stormwater Design Manual/ Stormwater BMP Manual and the
Town’s Low Impact Development and Stormwater Reference Manual. In such cases, the
applicant shall have the burden of demonstrating that the practice(s) will satisfy the minimum
water quality and quantity performance standards of this ordinance and the practices must be
approved by the UDO Administrator.
11.9.4. Upon review and evaluation of an application for a permit under this Part, the
Stormwater Administrator may recommend management practices regarding a particular site. If
upon review and inspection the UDO Administrator determines that the environmental
conditions of a particular site will not support the management practices proposed by an
applicant, the UDO Administrator may require reasonable changes to the application,
professional certification of a particular design and/or evaluation of the proposal by the Town
Engineer. The UDO Administrator may require any reasonable changes to an application
proposed by the Town Engineer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The Town of Nags Head is a unique resort
community that takes pride in its clean water, low
density of development and vast open spaces.
Residents and visitors alike rely on the Town’s
abundant water resources to live, work and play.
Nags Head’s economic prosperity is dependent
on the availability and health of its water
resources.
Due to the various ways we use our water, it is
essential for us to protect our water resources. To
achieve this goal, actively managing stormwater
runoff is essential. An effective approach to
managing stormwater runoff is through Low
Impact Development (LID).

Town of Nags Head Facts


Nags Head has 11 miles of
oceanfront coastline and an
equivalent amount of estuarine
shoreline.



Approximately 90% of the
properties are developed.



Approximately 50% of the
developed properties were
developed prior to 1980.



About 55 miles of drainage
infrastructure within the Town
boundaries.



Approximately 85% of the
developed properties are served by

on‐site wastewater.

A view of the Nags Head oceanfront shoreline near Jennette’s Pier
(Photo credit: Great Lakes Dredge and Dock Company, LLC)
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Background
The Town of Nags Head is located on Bodie
Island, east of Roanoke Island in Dare County,
North Carolina. The 6.7 square mile township is
bounded by the Roanoke Island to the west,
Atlantic Ocean to the east, Town of Kill Devil Hills
to the north, and Cape Hatteras Seashore to the
south. Incorporated in 1961, the Town of Nags
Head has developed into a popular vacation
destination. Over the last 40 years development
within Nags Head has accelerated creating an
increased burden on the Town’s resources. As
development occurs, the additional impervious
surfaces create more stormwater runoff and less
availability for infiltration into the surrounding
sandy soils. The increase in stormwater runoff
can contribute to roadway and property flooding
as well as the degradation of the water quality of
the surrounding waterbodies.

impervious surfaces are conveyed through the
stormwater outfalls.
Preserving water quality is critical to the Town of
Nags Head as we strive to be good stewards of
the environment in our mission “to provide for
the health, safety and welfare of the citizens,
property owners and visitors to the Town.” In
order to protect this vital resource, stormwater
management strategies can be employed to
reduce the volume of untreated stormwater
discharging to receiving waters. Low Impact
Development is a specific management strategy
that can be applied to mitigate both flood
related impacts and water quality treatment.

The existing stormwater drainage system for the
Town relies heavily on (5) ocean outfalls
maintained by the North Carolina Department of
Transportation (NCDOT). The outfalls were
originally constructed to provide drainage for
ocean overwash events when the storm surge
from the ocean overtops the dunes. As
development has occurred, additional
stormwater drainage systems were connected to
the outfall. In most instances the outfall pipes
were not designed to convey flows from the
drainage systems that are currently connected to
the outfalls.
The existing outfall system operation primarily
serves as a mechanism to provide flood relief for
roadways. However, providing flood relief by
draining runoff towards surrounding
waterbodies can degrade the water quality of
the receiving waters as pollutants from
TOWN OF NAGS HEAD LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT MANUAL
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Purpose
This manual is intended to provide a broad
application of Low Impact Development
techniques to new, existing and redevelopment
sites. The level and types of applications will vary
from site to site. It is intended to provide
property owners, builders, developers and the
general public with guidance on integrating LID
at various scales. Stakeholders can use this
manual as technical guidance to design,
construct and maintain specific LID measures.
This manual can also be used as a reference for
those who seek compliance with the provisions
of the Town of Nags Head Unified Development
Ordinance, Chapter 11, Environmental
Regulations, Part 1 Stormwater, Fill and Runoff
Management. To proactively manage
stormwater and protect water quality, it will take
the support of all stakeholders involved to
successfully, communicate, coordinate and
educate to implementing LID into the
community.

Application of Manual
This document provides technical guidance on
the application of LID practices as an acceptable
approach to meet state and local stormwater
management objectives. The information
contained within the manual is intended as a
starting point to provide guidance in the
application of LID practices.
For new development and redevelopment
projects requiring permits, this manual should be
used in conjunction with applicable current local,
state and federal laws, rules, codes, ordinances
and standards.
Existing property owners and community
members play a vital role in protecting the
health and welfare of coastal water quality. This
manual provides simple solutions that can be
implemented on a lot by lot basis. Town staff can
advise and assist property owners on smaller
scale residential projects.

A view of the Nags Head oceanfront (Photo courtesy of Town
of Nags Head)
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Chapter 2

Stormwater Management
Clean water resources are essential to the
economic vitality of Nags Head. Proper
stormwater management is an essential
component of water quality protection. Low
impact development is the cornerstone of
stormwater management and a mechanism to
protecting our water resources.

Hydrologic Cycle
A key component to protecting water resources
is to keep the water cycle in balance. The
movement of rainfall from the atmosphere to
the land and then back to the atmosphere is a
naturally continuous process to humans and
virtually all other forms of life. The balanced
water cycle of precipitation, evapotranspiration,
infiltration and groundwater recharge sustains
Nags Heads vast but fragile water resources.

In the Town of Nags Head, most of the annual
rainfall infiltrates, (soaks into), the underlying
sandy soils. Infiltration is the result of
precipitation percolating downward through the
soil until it reaches the water table. The water
table moves laterally and downgradient, through
the influence of gravity, ultimately intersecting
with channels, wetlands and surface waters.
Over half of the annual rainfall returns to the
atmosphere through evapotranspiration. Surface
vegetation, especially trees, transpire water to
the atmosphere. Evapotranspiration rates for
vegetation vary by season, with peak
evapotranspiration rates occurring during the
spring and summer growing season.
Land development and construction activities
change the land surface and impacts the water
cycle. Altering one component of the water cycle
results in changes in other elements of the cycle.
Impervious surfaces, such as roads, buildings
and parking lots, prevent rainfall from infiltrating
into the soil and significantly increases the
amount of rainfall that runs off. Research shows
that soil compaction resulting from land
development activities produces a greater
amount of runoff than pre-development
conditions. When natural vegetation is removed,
the amount of evapotranspiration decreases. As
impervious areas increase, runoff increases and
can result in the decrease of groundwater
recharge.

Impacts of Development
Figure 2.1 Water Cycle Graphics courtesy of the NC Wildlife
Resources Commission
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Stormwater runoff is precipitation which sheds off
improved or unimproved surfaces that is released
into channels, wetlands, estuaries and surface
waters. Problems related to stormwater runoff are
most evident in developed areas. A change in the
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water cycle can have a dramatic effect on our
water resources. The impact is based on both the
quantity and quality of stormwater runoff
reaching our sounds and oceans.
When rain reaches the ground, it typically
infiltrates into the soil until the point where the
soil can become completely saturated. The
infiltration process naturally filters the water
before it settles into aquifers or makes its way as
groundwater flow to estuaries, the sound, or the
ocean. The sandy soils of the Outer Banks
generally absorb rainfall efficiently into the
ground. However, some periods of rainfall may
exceed the ground’s ability to collect and filter the
water. Precipitation onto saturated ground can
result in surfacing groundwater and localized
flooding.
Development activities that result in the removal
of trees and other vegetation can effectively
reduce natural and passive stormwater measures
such as evapotranspiration, (plant uptake). This

can result in less absorption of precipitation into
the ground, or used by plants, thereby increasing
the potential for stormwater to concentrate and
collect pollutants with discharges to the bodies of
water that we depend on for food, income, and
recreation.
Residential and commercial development can
alter natural drainage patterns and increase
impervious surfaces such as parking lots,
driveways, or rooftops that do not absorb water.
As precipitation falls and flows from an
impervious surface, the runoff collects chemicals,
oil, antifreeze and refuse from parking lots, or
fertilizers, pesticides, and sediment from lawns
and gardens. Runoff can also pick up loose soil or
scour the ground, producing erosion. Sediment
and silt carried by stormwater can impede
drainage flow resulting in reduced system
effectiveness.
Impervious surfaces are warmed by the sun.
Runoff from warmed surfaces increase the

Figure 2.2 Runoff increases with Urbanization - Graphic
provided courtesy of LID Development Guidebook for
NC 2009
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temperature of water entering our estuaries,
sounds and ocean. Erosive flows and increased
water temperature will negatively impact the
diversity of aquatic habitat.
Stormwater runoff can negatively impact water
resources in many ways leading to diminished
economic and recreational opportunities.

Low Impact Development
The term low impact development (LID) refers to
systems and practices that are implemented in
such a manner that the post-development
hydrologic
response
mimics
the
predevelopment response (quantity, character
and constituents). From a stormwater
management perspective, LID is the application
of techniques to emulate the natural water
cycle. The basic principle is modeled after
nature and manage rainfall runoff close to its
source.
Low impact development techniques are based
on the premise that stormwater is a resource
and not to be quickly transported and disposed
of.
Instead
conveyance/
management/
treatment in large costly end-of-pipe facilities,
LID addresses stormwater through small, costeffective and integrated landscape features that
can be implemented at various scales.
With the change in land surface from construction
and land development activities, not only does
the peak runoff rate increase, but the total volume
of runoff can dramatically increase. LID focuses on
both peak rates and total volumes of runoff.
LID application techniques are designed to
attenuate peak rates of runoff for larger storms
and prevent runoff volume increases for more
frequent smaller storms. Thus, natural flow
patterns are kept in balance, minimizing the
TOWN OF NAGS HEAD LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT MANUAL

adverse impacts associated with stormwater
runoff.
This manual focuses on Low Impact Development
(LID) approaches to managing stormwater. LID
uses techniques to capture and store stormwater
as close to the source as possible to promote
infiltration and treatment, thereby reducing
runoff and the amount of pollution that runoff
can convey. LID practices include site planning
that provides small, decentralized management
practices and approaches that are versatile and
site specific.

LID Practices
Strive to replicate all components of the
hydrologic cycle by:






Minimizing total runoff volume
Controlling peak runoff rate
Maximizing infiltration and
groundwater recharge
Maximizing evapotranspiration
Protecting water quality

For new development, an LID approach identifies
natural features and strategically places buildings,
driveways and parking areas advantageously to
allow for a stormwater management system that
works with existing natural features and
drainages.
In redevelopment, LID includes forming an
inventory of built and natural areas that can
incorporate strategies and technologies to handle
existing conditions and maximize infiltration in
existing open space.
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LID Principles
1. Focus on Prevention
- Protect wetlands, floodplains
and coastal habitats
- Maintain slopes and flow paths
- Minimize grading and tree
clearing
2. Work with the Landscape
- Identify environmentally
sensitive areas
- Outline a plan to protect those
areas
- Use hydrologic features of the
site

Vegetated swale – Photo provided by the Town of Nags Head

3. Keep it Simple
- Use low‐cost approaches to
decentralize run‐off
- Micromanage stormwater close
to where it falls
- Direct runoff from impervious
surfaces to landscaped areas
and other small scaled
techniques for infiltration
4. Practice multi‐tasking
- Use landscaping for a variety of
purposes. Landscapes can
capture and treat pollutants and
provide curb appeal
- Distribute management
practices on a site so that they
work together to reduce runoff
and associated impacts

Rainwater Harvesting – Photo provided by Town of Nags Head

5. Maintain and Sustain
- Maintain LID features so that
they remain effective and
provide long‐term success
Rain Garden – Photo provided by Town of Nags Head
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Stormwater Control
Measures (SCM)
Stormwater Control Measures (SCMs) are
structural measures that are used to capture,
control and treat stormwater runoff. Stormwater
Control Measures and Best Management Practices
(BMPs) are essentially interchangeable terms that
describe techniques to manage stormwater.
An individual SCM or combination of SCMs can
effectively treat and reduce pollutants contained
within stormwater runoff.
SCMs provide an
effective and practicable means to meet water
quality standards or goals by reducing the volume
of stormwater runoff and concentration of
pollutants contained therein when implemented
as designed and appropriately maintained.
SCMs are physical structures that are designed to
remove pollutants from stormwater runoff while
simultaneously improving water quality, reducing
flooding, erosion, and promoting groundwater
recharge. An SCM can be designated either
primary or secondary based on its level of Total
Suspended Solid (TSS) removal.
Primary or
secondary SCMs can cooperate with each other to
achieve more effective on-site stormwater
management.
There is no single SCM that is suitable for every
site, and one SCM might not provide the necessary
measures to fully manage stormwater runoff in
compliance with goals and regulations. Plus,
unique land features or differences in
development impact the effect of certain SCMs for
proper stormwater management.
There are
different SCMs that are better suited for different
aspects of stormwater management. The use of
multiple SCMs and integration with the natural
surroundings is highly recommended to meet
stormwater management goals.
TOWN OF NAGS HEAD LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT MANUAL

Grassed Swale – Photo provided by Town of Nags Head

Concrete Grid Pavers – Photo provided by Town of Nags Head

Infiltration Basin – Photo provided by Town of Nags Head
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Chapter 3

LID for Stormwater
Compliance in Nags Head
New modifications have been added to the
Stormwater Management Ordinance as of Jan. 1,
2019 that require all new development and/or
redevelopment over 500 square feet within the
jurisdiction of the town to develop stormwater
management plans.
No development activity shall occur except in
compliance with the provisions, conditions, and
limitations of a land disturbance permit as issued by
a zoning administrator.
Exemptions include
developments with a land disturbance associated
with investigation services, (i.e. lot or boundary
survey), the evaluation of a property for septic
suitability, or repair of existing septic systems. Other
permits may be required in accordance with federal,
state, or local laws.
Built upon area (BUA) credits may be given for the
preservation of significant trees in the area, the
addition of trees post-development, as well as the
preservation of significant open space. These areas,
once identified, will have to remain largely
undisturbed during site development.
While LID techniques are applicable for commercial
projects, this section of the manual will be focused
on individual residential lot development and lays
out a step by step approach for developing a
stormwater management plan.
Adhering to
stormwater management requirements and
application of LID techniques will effectively reduce
pollution from stormwater runoff and improve
water quality along the coast.
This section of the manual provides an overview of
the Town’s application requirements for
compliance with the Town’s Environmental
TOWN OF NAGS HEAD LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT MANUAL

SW Plan Overview


Specific regulatory requirements can be
referenced from the Town of Nags Head
Unified Development Ordinance, Article 11Environmental Regulations.
https://library.municode.com/nc/nags_head/cod
es/code_of_ordinances



Applies to new construction, redevelopment
or property improvements that add 500 s.f.
or more of built-upon area.



Requires the preparation of a stormwater
management plan.



Stormwater management plans can be
prepared by the contractor or applicant, with
proposed stormwater control measures notated
on a prepared site development plan.



Staff is available to assist with site planning
of stormwater control measures (SCM),
dimensions and associative stormwater volume
compliance.



Fact sheets are available for the individual
SCM’s. Technical information is provided to
cover SCM siting, design, installation and
operation and maintenance.



Staff will conduct a post-construction review
of the stormwater control measures to
determine compliance.



Formal operation and maintenance agreements
are not required.



**Separate requirements are required for
residential applications requesting lot coverage
bonus as per UDO Article 8-8.6.6.2
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Regulations - Stormwater, Fill and Runoff
Management - General standards for residential or
duplex development on individual lot.

Stormwater Credits
Homeowners and/or contractors may contact

Available Credits
1.

built-upon area for each tree preserved over
6” caliper.

Town staff for assistance with identifying
significant trees to retain and open space portions
to preserve, before site clearing begins. These

2.

should note that built-upon area (BUA) differs

Tree Planting Credit- 50 SF reduction in
built-upon area for each tree planted that is

areas will need to remain largely undisturbed
during site development. Users of this manual

Tree Preservation Credit- 100 SF reduction in

2” caliper or greater.
3.

Open Space Credit- 30% reduction in built
upon-area for each square foot of open

from lot coverage in that BUA means an

space preserved. A minimum of 1,000 SF

impervious or partially impervious surface that

shall be preserved to qualify for this credit.

does not allow water to infiltrate through. Lot

Preserved open space shall be applied to
areas that are excluded from development

coverage is the percentage of a parcel of land that

including wetland areas, ponds, or areas that

is covered by surface improvements. Staff

are excluded from other agencies.

members will meet you on site and assist with this
process. Credits are broken down into the for

4.

Multiple SCM credit – incorporating at least
(3) different SCMs on site results in a 15%

categories: Tree preservation, Tree planting, Open

reduction in built-upon area.

space preservation & multiple SCM credits.

Important Notes
1.

Choose the SCM that works best for your site.
Some SCM’s function better than others
depending on landscape, topography & depth
to soil wetness condition.

2.

Contact the Town before you start land
disturbing activities.

3.

SW Permit is required for development,
redevelopment or additions is 500 SF or more
of built-upon area.

4.

SW Permit application
https://www.nagsheadnc.gov/DocumentCente
r/View/2035/Residential-StormwaterManagement-Application

Town of Nags Head Residential SW Management Application Form

TOWN OF NAGS HEAD LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT MANUAL
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Chapter 4

Non-Structural Practices
Site Fingerprinting
A core concept of LID is managing stormwater
runoff at the source by integrating site design and
planning to preserve natural systems, protect open
spaces, retain existing vegetation and maintain
hydrologic functions. Site Fingerprinting is a
practice that uses site design as a stormwater
management tool by reducing land disturbance,
preserving soil structure, and utilizing suitable
natural areas (rather than expensive structural
practices for runoff management). Rather than
grading land to fit a desired development type, the
type of development is dictated by the existing
conditions of the site, resulting in a developed site
which uses the land to maintain and protect the
natural balance of the surrounding ecosystem.

By fitting the development to the land, it is often
easier to preserve existing vegetation, giving a
more established look to new developments.
Incorporating Site Fingerprinting into the site
development planning process includes many
benefits which include:






Reduced land clearing costs,
Reduced costs for total infrastructure,
Reduced costs for stormwater management,
Reduced runoff volumes discharged into
our waterways, and
Enhanced community and individual lot
aesthetics.

Site fingerprinting utilizes nonstructural Best
Management Practices (BMP’s) which take broader
planning and design approaches that are less
structural in nature. Examples of non-structural BMP’s
are:

Non-Structural BMP’s


Cluster development



Minimize soil compaction



Minimize disturbed areas



Protect natural drainage pathways



Protect riparian buffers



Protect environmentally sensitive areas



Reduce Impervious surfaces



Disconnect stormwater connections

TOWN OF NAGS HEAD LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT MANUAL
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Re-Routing Downspouts
A downspout or roof drainpipe is a vertical
pipe that conveys rainfall runoff from roof
gutter collection system. Typically,
downspouts are directed to driveways or to a
storm sewer system which conveys flow to
either the Atlantic Ocean or the Roanoke
Sound. By disconnecting your downspout
and redirecting runoff to a landscaped area
or lawn, you can create opportunities for
infiltration reducing impacts to our vital
water resources. Alternatively, roof runoff can
also be directing into a rain barrel or a
cistern. It is a simple and effective way to
reduce stormwater runoff.

Helpful Hints (continued)
Link downspouts to rain barrels or cisterns for
rainwater harvesting.
Direct downspouts to areas where water can
infiltrate into the ground such as lawns, and
landscaped areas.
Receiving Area should be lower than the
elevation around building foundation and
graded at least 5 ft. from the dwelling.
Avoid adding downspout connections across a
walkway, patio or driveway to avoid creating a
tripping hazard.

Additional benefits of downspout re-routing
include:







Reduced runoff volume and water
quality impacts on downstream
resource areas,
Directs water to landscaped areas saving
on the cost of irrigation,
Can be combined with other SCM’s to
create an effective stormwater
management plan, and
It’s cost effective.

Helpful Hints
Receiving Area length should be a minimum of
half of the roof length that is directed to it.
Receiving Area width should be at least half of
the overall length.
Avoid diverting runoff onto neighboring
properties or onto your septic system or
drainfield area.
Use pop-up emitters to disperse runoff onto
landscaped areas.

TOWN OF NAGS HEAD LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT MANUAL

Homeowners show how to add a diverter to redirect drainage
from downspouts away from sidewalks and driveways
towards lawns, natural areas, or rain gardens - photo
courtesy of N.C. Coastal Federation
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Living Shorelines
A Living Shoreline is a natural solution for
shoreline erosion and protection. It also provides
retrofits for common practices, such as bulkheads,
which are temporary measures to combat
shoreline erosion. A living shoreline system
implements native marsh plants and sometimes
oyster or rock sills to create a more natural and
productive shore. It also provides a stabilization
method for erosion with the changing tides and
storms while simultaneously enhancing and
preserving natural ecosystems. There are
stormwater control measures that can benefit from
living shorelines like backyard wetlands. A living
shoreline is a secondary technique for a SCM. The
protection of shorelines from erosion allows the
native marsh vegetation and soils to reduce
pollutant loads, help improve water quality though
plant uptake and infiltration, and water filtration
where oyster sills are in place.

Several different techniques can be employed
for the construction of a living shoreline This
includes




Hybrid techniques: Combination of
structural and non-structural practices.
(Example: Rock sills and edging, oyster
sills)
Non-structural techniques: implements
native features of the land and
vegetation. (Example: Planting native
vegetation to marshlands, edging)

Helpful Hints
Wave Energy is a primary factor in determining
living shoreline placement and type of technique,
(i.e. hybrid or non-structural) to be employed.
Excessive wave energy may impede growth and
development of newly planted vegetation.
Consider the type of technique to be employed
how (i.e. hybrid or non-structural) and how it will
be adapted to the existing landscape.
Use native vegetation when possible, to maintain
natural habitat and features.

There are many benefits to utilizing living
shorelines that include:
 Reduced erosion and wave energy
 Maintained natural marsh
 Protected coastal habitat
 Filtered and improved water quality
 Buffered shore for changing water levels

Living Shoreline at the North Carolina Coastal Federation’s
office in Wanchese, NC, Photo courtesy of N.C. Coastal
Federation
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If considering a living shoreline please contact
the N.C. Division of Coastal Management
representative for permit guidance. The N.C.
Coastal Federation or a licensed design
professional can be an additional resource for
design assistance.
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Chapter 5

SCM Fact Sheets
A fact sheet has been prepared by the individual
SCM providing an overview of mechanism
description, benefits, siting considerations,
design consideration, sizing calculations,
installation and operation and maintenance
recommendations. The fact sheets can be
removed separately and serve as a stand-alone
document for quick reference.

SCM Structural Practices

Vegetated Swale: photo provided by Town of Nags Head

Detail 500 -French Drain
Detail 501 -Dry Well
Detail 502 -Infiltration Trench
Detail 503 -Infiltration Basin
Detail 504 -Permeable Paver
Detail 505 -Rain Barrel
Detail 506 -Rain Garden
Detail 507 -Vegetated Swale
Detail 508 -Recommended Plant List(s)

Pervious Pavers: photo provided by Town of Nags Head
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Rain Garden: photo provided by Modelremodel.com

Trench Drain: photo provided by Town of Nags Head
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TOWN OF NAGS HEAD STORMWATER CONTROL MEASURES (SCMS)

DESIGN & INSTALLATION

FRENCH DRAIN

DETAIL NO: 500

Illustration: englishrooferinnormandy.com

DESIGN INFORMATION

SITING

DESCRIPTION

Drainage Area

A French drain is a trench covered in washed stone or other approved media that diverts surface runoff
and groundwater away from a certain area. French drains are commonly used to capture and collect
runoff and convey to another Storm water control measure (SCM).

Small to medium drainage
area, 500 -1000 SF.

BENEFITS

Space
Underground trench that
can be utilized in limited
space.

1.
2.
3.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
1.
2.

Topography
French drain is impractical
in areas of steep slopes.

Soils
Permeable soils are best
suited for French drains.

Enhances groundwater recharge.
Can be used in limited space.
Provides for an underground solution, with usable space above.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Variety of lengths depending on storage volume needed.
Choose your location based upon whether the application will receive runoff by sheet flow or
conveyance.
Minimum 1% longitudinal slope for conveyance to another SCM.
Minimum 10” width, maximum 36” in depth.
Fabric shall encase the gravel and be of a polypropylene mesh fabric or non-woven geotextile.
Aggregate shall be washed 1-1/2” -3” in size without any fines.
Pre-fabricated French drain substitutes will be considered when product technical specifications
are provided.

SIZING CALCULATIONS

Setbacks
Min. 5’ from building
foundation, 10’ from septic
systems, Min. 25’ from
wetlands.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Calculate Tributary area in Square Feet.
Divide tributary area by 100, then multiply by 15 to get water quality volume requirement in
cubic feet.
Calculate the storage volume of your proposed infiltration trench L x W x H x .4; see worksheet B.
The total storage volume shall exceed the minimum required water quality volume.
If you are taking advantage of open space credits and storm water control measure credits, see
worksheet A & B for confirmation of volume requirement.
15

DETAIL NO: 500

TOWN OF NAGS HEAD STORMWATER CONTROL MEASURES (SCMS)

Vertical
Separation
Min. 12” separation from
bottom of trench to
seasonal high-water table.

Typical French Drain Cross Section
Not to Scale

INSTALLATION
MATERIALS

OPERATION&
MAINTENANCE
(TO BE CONDUCTED POST-CONSTRUCTION
& ANNUALLY)

Clogging
Over time, French drains can be compromised by tree roots,
stray soil, gravel and other debris. Regardless of whether
your French drain has become clogged, it’s a good idea to
clean it out on an annual basis.












Cleaning
Using your garden hose, send water down the drain. If the
water backs up instead of running through, you may have a
clog. Unclog the drain with a pressure washer. Use a sewer
snake to clean out stubborn clogs

After calculating necessary sizing calculations, excavate a
ditch that will allow at least 12” from top of the pipe to top
of grade.
If you’re installing a French drain around your foundation or
pilings, take care to position the pipe below slab or finished
floor level.
Install non-woven geotextile or polypropylene mesh fabric by
lining inside ditch bottom and walls.
Install perforated pipe sloping 1” for each 10’ of length (1%
slope) for SCM connection. Stand-alone SCM can be level.
Backfill trench with clean, 1 – 1 ½ “ to 3” washed aggregate
with no fines.
Recommend one bypass device such as a pop-up emitter,
which will direct overflow away from your house, every 50linear ft.
A minimum of 1 observation well should be provided per
SCM. An observation port shall consist of a 4” diameter pipe
to permit observation of internal water levels.

Remedial Measures
If French Drain has not drained within 48 hours after storm,
drain via pumping. Excavate around well perimeter to expose
clean soil (~2 inches). Replace and reline filter fabric. Clean or
replace aggregate and any perforated piping.
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TOWN OF NAGS HEAD STORMWATER CONTROL MEASURES (SCMS)

DESIGN & INSTALLATION

DRY WELL

DETAIL 501

Illustration credit: NDS Stormwater
Systems

SITING
Drainage Area
Small to Medium drainage areas;
500-1000 SF.

Space
Not used where it may create a risk
for ground floor flooding, conflict
with sewage disposal systems or
under pavement areas.

DESIGN INFORMATION
DESCRIPTION
A dry well is a subsurface storage facility that receives and temporarily stores
stormwater runoff. Discharge of stored runoff from a dry well occurs through
infiltration into the surrounding soils. A dry well may be either a structural chamber
and/or an excavated pit filled with aggregate. Drywells are typically used to infiltrate
stormwater runoff from roofs via a roof gutter collection system.

BENEFITS

Topography
Installation on slopes greater than
20% should be avoided.

Soils
Permeable soils are best suited for
dry well. HSG shall be Type A or B.

Setbacks
Depths 2’ or less- min. 5’ from
building foundations, Depth 2’ or
greater 10’ min. from building
foundation.
Min 10’ from septic systems
Min. 25’ from “404” wetlands.

1.
2.
3.

Reduces runoff volume and attenuates peak flows
Enhances groundwater recharge.
Minimal visual impacts.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The depth shall be less than the widest surface dimension.
Aggregate shall be washed 1-1/2” -3” in size without any fines.
The drywell shall be equipped with a system bypass.
A 40% void ratio in the aggregate bed shall be utilized.
Minimum 24 in. depth, Maximum 48 in. depth.

SIZING CALCULATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Calculate Tributary area in square feet.
Divide tributary area by 100, then multiply by 15 to get water quality volume
requirement in cubic feet.
Calculate the storage volume of your proposed dry well L x W x H x .4; see
worksheet B for detailed calculations.
The total storage volume shall exceed the minimum required water quality
17
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Vertical Separation
Min. 12” separation from bottom of
well to seasonal high-water table.

5.

volume.
If you are taking advantage of open space credits and stormwater control
measure credits, see worksheet A & B for confirmation of volume requirement.

OPERATION & MAINTENANCE
(TO BE CONDUCTED POST-CONSTRUCTION &
ANNUALLY)

INSTALLATION
MATERIALS


Observation Well
Check Observation wells within 48 hrs. of the end of wet
weather. Water should have percolated from the well
within this time frame.





Pre-Treatment Devices
Inspect pretreatment devices, (i.e. downspout filters) for
operability and sediment buildup.

Bypass Devices





Inspect bypass devices to ensure functionality.


Remedial Measures
If dry well has not drained within 48 hours after storm,
drain dry well via pumping. Excavate around well
perimeter to expose clean soil (~2 inches). Replace and
reline filter fabric. Clean or replace aggregate and any
perforated piping.

Bypass device: Typical Pop up
Emitter (right)
Pre-treatment device: Typical
Drop Inlet (left)



Washed locally available aggregate with a diameter range of
1-1/2” to 3” in size.
Line the well side walls with non-woven geo textile or
polypropylene fabric to minimize sedimentation from lateral
soil movement.
Conveyance- It is recommended that surface runoff be
directed via a roof gutter collection system piping.
Pre-screening- To prolong the operating life of the system, an
inline pretreatment mechanism, (i.e. filter downspout filter)
shall be installed on the inlet end of the dry well.
Pre-manufactured products such as round plastic containers
with perforations to allow water to exfiltrate is an acceptable
alternative.
A positive outlet shall be required to permit bypass flows
more than the water quality volume. Recommended
minimum 1 per 50 linear feet.
An operation and maintenance port to allow inspection and
maintenance and the observation of water level is a
requirement.

Typical Dry Well Cross Section
Not to Scale
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DESIGN & INSTALLATION

INFILTRATION
TRENCH

DETAIL 502

DESIGN INFORMATION
DESCRIPTION
Infiltration trenches are excavated trenches filled with granular material. The voids
between the aggregate materials provide the volume for temporary storage of runoff that
gradually infiltrates into the surrounding soil. Dry Wells are very similar to Infiltration
Trenches but are configured as a stone-filled pit rather than a trench (see DRYWELL fact
sheet).

ENHANCES GROUNDWATER RECHARGE.
1.
2.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
1.

2.
3.

SITING
Drainage Area
Small to medium drainage areas; 500 – 1000
SF.

Space

Long linear applications help prevent groundwater mounding by reducing the
rate of potential infiltration and make infiltration trenches ideal for application
beneath curbs, gutters, sidewalks and parking area perimeters.
The surface of the trench may be covered in grass having a surface inlet, or with
porous material such as stone or gravel.
36” maximum depth.

SIZING CALCULATIONS
1.
2.
3.

4.
Can fit in underutilized or marginalized areas
of a site.

Can filter out sediment and other pollutants.
Underground solution for small or remedial spaces.

5.

Calculate Tributary area in Square Feet.
Divide tributary area by 100, then multiply by 15 to get volume requirement in
cubic ft.
Calculate the volume of your proposed infiltration trench L x W x H x .4; see
worksheet
B for volume calculations.
The total storage volume shall exceed the minimum required water quality
volume.
If you are taking advantage of open space credits and storm water control
measure credits, see worksheet A for confirmation of volume requirement.

Topography
Infiltration trench bottom should be level, but
the slope of the surface may vary.

Soils
Permeable soils are best suited for French
drains.

Setbacks
From septic systems, 5’ less than 2’ depth, 10’
greater than 2’ depth. Min 5’ from Building
Foundations, Min. 25’ from “404” wetlands.

Photo credit: Sustainable drainage systems
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Vertical Separation
-Min. 12” separation from bottom of trench to seasonal high-water table.

INSTALLATION
MATERIALS

Photo credit: Atalier Cap Paysage Urbanisme

OPERATION &
MAINTENANCE
(TO BE CONDUCTED POSTCONSTRUCTION & ANNUALLY)

1. Stake out the project and mark utilities. Confirm the flow of water into the Infiltration
Trench, checking the areas that will contribute runoff to the practice. The best
method is direct observation during a rain event, combined with an accurate survey
with spot elevations.
2. Excavate the trench at least 18 inches wide. Use only light weight (i.e., walk-behind)
machinery and hand tools, or work from the side of the trench. Do NOT compact
subgrade.
3. Line the side of the Trench with non-woven geotextile or polypropylene mesh.
4. Install observation well with the footplate at the bottom of the trench. A Min. of 1
observation well should be provided.
5. Install washed aggregate or other approved substrate within 2-4 inches of ground
surface.
6. Add Porous surface; Install a 2-4-inch layer of pea gravel. It is also acceptable to top
the
stone layer with soil and sod as an alternative. Do not compact the top layer.
7. Use a bypass device such as a pop-up emitter, which directs any overflow away from
home. Recommend 1 pop up emitter per every 50 linear feet.

Clogging
Remove debris and inspect for sediment
buildup and structural damage. Ensure the
trench is dewatering between storms and not
bypassing facility.

Cleaning
Remove sediment adjacent to or near trench.
Repair any erosion in aggregate or grassed
areas.

Remedial Measures
If trench has not drained within 48 hours
after storm, drain via pumping. Excavate
around well perimeter to expose clean soil
(~2 inches). Replace and reline filter fabric.
Clean or replace aggregate and any
perforated piping.

Typical Infiltration Trench Cross Section
Not to Scale
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DESIGN & INSTALLATION

DRIPLINE
INFILTRATION
TRENCH

DETAIL 502B

DESIGN INFORMATION
DESCRIPTION
Dripline Infiltration trenches are excavated trenches located in the roof drip line area,
filled with granular material. The voids between the aggregate materials provide the
volume for temporary storage of runoff that gradually infiltrates into the surrounding soil.
Dripline Infiltration Trenches are identical to standard Infiltration Trenches, with the
exception of a few unique siting characteristics. (see INFILTRATION TRENCH fact sheet).

ENHANCES GROUNDWATER RECHARGE.
1.
2.

Can filter out sediment and other pollutants.
Underground solution for small or remedial spaces.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
1.
2.

Min. 12” separation from bottom of trench to seasonal high-water table.
3’ Maximum width, 8” maximum depth. This measure may not be suitable for all
applications. This could lead to flooding inside or other building related issues if
positive drainage is not provided around this measure.

SIZING CALCULATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

SITING

5.

Calculate Tributary area in Square Feet.
Divide tributary area by 100, then multiply by 15 to get volume requirement in
cubic ft.
Calculate the volume of your proposed infiltration trench L x W x H x .4; see
worksheet B for volume calculations.
The total storage volume shall exceed the minimum required water quality
volume.
If you are taking advantage of open space credits and storm water control
measure credits, see worksheet A for confirmation of volume requirement.

Drainage Area
Small to medium drainage areas; 500 – 1000
SF.

Vertical Separation
-

Space
Can fit in the dripline area.

Topography
Infiltration trench bottom should be level, but
the slope of the surface may vary.

Soils
Permeable soils are best.

Setbacks
From septic systems: 5’ Min.
From “404” wetlands: 25’ Min.

Photo credit: Town of Nags Head
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INSTALLATION
MATERIALS

Photo credit: Town of Nags Head

OPERATION &
MAINTENANCE

l

Photo credit: Atalier Cap Paysage Urbanisme

1. Stake out the project and mark utilities. Confirm the flow of water into the Infiltration
Trench, checking the areas that will contribute runoff to the practice. The best
method is direct observation during a rain event, combined with an accurate survey
with spot elevations.
2. Excavate the trench. Use only light weight (i.e., walk-behind)
machinery and hand tools, or work from the side of the trench. Do NOT compact
subgrade.
3. Line the side of the Trench with non-woven geotextile or polypropylene mesh.
4. A minimum of 1 observation well shall be included to verify that the system is fully
draining. The well should be placed near the center of the trench, or at the lowest
point, and consist of a 4 or 6 inch diameter perforated PVC pipe with cap.
5. Install washed aggregate or other approved substrate within 2-4 inches of ground
surface.

(TO BE CONDUCTED POSTCONSTRUCTION & ANNUALLY)
Clogging
Remove debris and inspect for sediment
buildup and structural damage. Ensure the
trench is dewatering between storms and not
bypassing facility.

Cleaning
Remove sediment adjacent to or near trench.
Repair any erosion in aggregate or grassed
areas.

Remedial Measures
If trench has not drained within 48 hours
after storm, drain via pumping. Excavate
around well perimeter to expose clean soil
(~2 inches). Replace and reline filter fabric.
Clean or replace aggregate and any
perforated piping.

Typical Dripline Infiltration Trench Cross Section
Not to Scale
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DESIGN & INSTALLATION

INFILTRATION
BASIN

DETAIL 503

DESIGN INFORMATION
DESCRIPTION
An infiltration basin is a sodded or vegetated, open impoundment where incoming
runoff is stored until it gradually infiltrates into the soil.

BENEFITS
1.
2.
3.

Enhances groundwater recharge
Cost effective
Infiltration basins may also act as “bioretention areas” of shallow landscaped
depressions, in which vegetation and filtration can further reduce runoff and
remove pollution.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Variety of lengths depending on storage volume needed.
Minimum 5-6’ bottom width.
Maximum 1% bottom cross slope.
Maximum 3:1 side slopes; preferably 4:1 or 5:1.
Vegetated alternative – minimum 60% plant density.

SIZING CALCULATIONS
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
Photo credit: Prime Environmental

SITING
Drainage Area
Varies; Up to 2 acres.

Calculate Tributary area in square feet.
Divide tributary area by 100, then multiply by 15 to get water quality volume
requirement (cubic feet).
Calculate the storage volume of your proposed infiltration basin L x W x H x
LSide x RSide = total storage volume (cf). See worksheet B for exact volume
calcs.
The total storage volume shall exceed the minimum required water quality
volume.
If you are taking advantage of open space credits and storm water control
measure credits, see worksheet A & B for confirmation of volume
requirement.

INSTALLATION
MATERIALS
1.

Space
Infiltration trenches can take up significant space
and must have a level bottom surface.

Topography
Infiltration Basins are impractical in areas of steep
slopes.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Soils
Permeable soils are best suited.

6.

Protect infiltration basin area from compaction during construction. If possible,
install Infiltration basin during later phases of site construction to prevent
sedimentation and/or damage from construction activity.
Install and maintain proper Erosion and Sediment Control Measures during
construction.
If necessary, excavate Infiltration basin bottom to an uncompacted subgrade
free from rocks and debris. Do NOT compact subgrade.
Seed and stabilize topsoil.
Vegetate if implementing a bio filtration swale as per the recommended plant
specifications below. Make sure to maintain and water the vegetation as
needed.
Rip Rap or Landscape stone is recommended for high velocity outflows.
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Setbacks
Min 10’ from septic systems Min 10’ from Building
Foundations. Min. 25’ from “404” wetlands

Vertical Separation
Min. 12” separation to seasonal high-water table
from the bottom of the basin.

TOWN OF NAGS HEAD STORMWATER CONTROL MEASURES (SCMS)

PLANTING





Recommended planting guidelines: Basin lower slopes or bottom = 3 plugs
per 1 square foot (min. 1-inch diameter by 6-inch tall) (plants that like
standing water)
Basin sides = Grasses – planted 2’ – 3’ o.c.
Shrubs – planted 6’-8’ o.c
Basin top= Trees – if desired, near top of swale, planted 10’ o.c.

Typical Bio Infiltration Basin Planting
Plan
Not to Scale
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OPERATION &
MAINTENANCE
(TO BE CONDUCTED POSTCONSTRUCTION & ANNUALLY)
Clogging
Litter and debris removal (monthly). Grass cutting
for spillways and access routes (minimum of
monthly during growing season). Mowing and /or
cutting around the basin margins. (monthly during
growing season)

Cleaning
Removal of sediment from inlets and outlet
(annually) or after significant rainfall events (1.5 “or
more).

Remedial Measures
Backfill/rehabilitate areas where any channeling was
created during flash floods. Generally, ongoing
maintenance is essential to maintain the
effectiveness of infiltration basins. Since these
basins are long-lived, once in operation only minimal
maintenance costs arise.

Photo Credit: Konrad Lew
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DESIGN & INSTALLATION

PERMEABLE PAVER

DETAIL 504

Photo credit: Rockstarstoneworks
Photo credit: Ecostone

SITING
Drainage Area
Small and large drainage areas.

DESCRIPTION

Space
Can be used on
walkways and patios.

DESIGN INFORMATION

driveways,

Topography
Easiest to install in flat or slightly
sloped areas. Maximum cross
slope 2%.

Soils
Well drained soils are necessary.

Setbacks
Min 2’ from property lines
Min 5’ from septic systems and
Min. 25’ from “404” wetlands

Vertical Separation
-Min 12” separation to seasonal
high-water table.

Permeable pavers typically have solid concrete surfaces and are meant to be laid with wide
spaces between them on a bed of gravel or aggregate. Storm water collects in the joints and
is absorbed into an underground base of gravel, which filters pollutants and prevents runoff.

BENEFITS




Can be used on driveways and patios.
Maintenance is minimal.
Enhance the beauty of your yard and the neighborhood.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
For most residential settings, permeable pavers will be applied on driveways and walkways.
1. Check the soils; make sure the soils properly infiltrate and are uncompacted.
2. Min. 3 1/8” thickness for vehicular applications
3. Min. 2 3/8” thickness for pedestrian.
4. A bedding or leveling course above the aggregate base layer should be considered.
5. Permeable pavers shall not count as built upon area.
6. If permeable pavers manage runoff from other built upon areas an additional
depth of aggregate base layer will be required.
7. Paver installations will not be counted towards multiple SCM credit with slopes
over 2% unless a tiered base layer is provided.

SIZING CALCULATIONS.
1.

If you are taking advantage of open space credits, tree credits and storm water
control measure credits, see worksheet A for confirmation of volume required.
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OPERATION & MAINTENANCE
(TO BE CONDUCTED POSTCONSTRUCTION & ANNUALLY)
An effective maintenance plan shall ensure system
efficiency of permeable pavement installations.

Cleaning
The surface should be kept clean of weeds, leaves, mulch,
topsoil and excess sand. Bristle brooms, leaf blowers, rotary
brushes, power washers or walk behind vacuums shall be
utilize for preventative maintenance and extend the paver’s
functional life.
Typical Permeable Paver details. Not to Scale.

Materials
Additional aggregate fill material may also need to be
added after cleaning.

Inspections
Inspection of the site should occur monthly for the first few
months after construction. Then inspections can occur on a
semi-annual basis, preferably after rain events when
clogging will be obvious. Consult a professional for remedial
measures when surface ponding is observed.

INSTALLATION
MATERIALS












Permeable pavers, other than Turfstone, shall be considered and shall be approved on a case by case base basis with the
submission of specific product technical specifications. Pavement section substitutions shall follow manufacturer
recommended specifications OR as designed by a NC licensed Professional Engineer.
Erosion and sediment control around the perimeter of the pavers is critical. Mulch, topsoil and sand shall be managed postinstallation.
Excavate to a depth as needed to accommodate, base layer depth, bedding course depth and surface course layer so install is
flush and level with other finished surfaces.
Lay woven geotextile fabric; place along sides of base layer and pavers, provide 4” overlap under base layer.
Install a 4” thick open aggregate base layer over the leveled and uncompacted subgrade.
The Town Engineer shall be contacted for review and approval upon installation of the base layer in advance of the paver
install.
A bedding layer of 1-1/2” to 2” with No. 8 stone, or approved equal, may be utilized to provide a level base surface for paver
installation. A non-woven geotextile fabric is recommended to be installed between the bedding later and open graded
aggregate base layer.
Install a paver edge restraint to keep the pavers from shifting. (See Typ residential permeable paver edge restraint Detail 104).
A final inspection shall be conducted by the Town Engineer or authorized representative.
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RAIN BARREL

DETAIL
505

DESIGN INFORMATION

Photo credit: Reddit.com

DESCRIPTION
Rain barrels are containers used to collect a portion of the rainwater that flows from your
rooftop and stores it for uses such as watering your lawn and garden.

BENEFITS

SITING
Drainage Area
Rain barrels are a good option for
homes and buildings with downspouts
and where occupant(s) plans to use
the captured water.

Space
You can install multiple rain barrels, in
series, to a single downspout. You can
also connect a single rain barrel to
several leaders draining different
portions of your roof. Min. Volume
requirement is 100 Gal. storage for
multiple SCM credit.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Provides a free water source for gardens, lawns, and car washing.
Collected water can be used any time, even during periods of water restrictions.
Since rainwater is soft, oxygenated, devoid of chlorine and other chemicals it can help
improve the health of your garden, lawn, and trees.
Cost effective.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Typical components of a rain barrel include a hose connection at the outlet, a screen trap
to filter out downspout debris at the inlet, and an overflow outlet. A range of materials,
designs, and colors are available. Locate each rain barrel on a stable, flat surface near the
downspout that will be connected to the rain barrel. The barrel should be elevated on
cinder blocks or a platform, so that gravity can deliver flow to the area to be watered and
to make hose attachment easier.

SIZING CALCULATIONS.
1.
2.
3.

Calculate the area of roof draining to the barrels in SF. Divide this area by 100, and
multiply by 15 = water quality volume (cubic feet).
Calculate the storage volume of the rain barrel (s) gallons (capacity) X .134 cubic feet
per gallon; refer to worksheet B for exact calculations.
The total storage volume shall exceed the required water quality volume.

Topography
Rain Barrels need to be installed on
level surface.
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INSTALLATION
MATERIALS







Typical Rain Barrel Cross Section
Not to Scale

Gutters are necessary to direct water to your Rain Barrel.
Only year-round residents or homes with year-round maintenance
are acceptable for rain barrels.
Install downspouts at areas where you want your rain barrel to be.
Make sure you intend to use the water collected in a Rain Barrel for a
purpose in your yard such as watering a landscaped area or
vegetable garden.
Mosquito Prevention can be achieved with a fine mesh screen fitted
on the lid of the rain barrel. This will prevent mosquitoes from
gaining access and laying eggs.

Diagram credit: clearwater.org

OPERATION &
MAINTENANCE
TO BE COSTRUCTED POST
CONSTRUCTION & ANNUALLY

Drain
Drain Rain Barrels after each significant rainfall from April to
November. At a minimum, empty the rain barrel every two
weeks.

Cleaning

Photo credit: Reddit.com

Clean the rain barrel periodically and inspect it for clogs and
leaks. Remove leaves and other debris from the filter screen
and ensure that it is not damaged and is securely fastened. IT
is recommended to disinfect the rain barrel with bleach once
a year. Unless designed for freezing temperatures, the rain
barrel should be disconnected and drained for winter.

Remedial Measures
If the Rain Barrel becomes cracked, or any of the materials
become worn, replace as necessary to prevent leakages.
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RAIN GARDEN

DETAIL
506

Photo credit:Mulhalls

SITING
Drainage Area
Small to Medium Areas 500 -1000
SF; Sized to drain within 24 hours.

Space
Graded low points, but soils must
infiltrate.

Topography

DESIGN INFORMATION
DESCRIPTION
A rain garden is a depression (about 6 to 12” inches deep) that collects storm water runoff
from a roof, driveway or yard and allows it to infiltrate into the ground. Rain gardens are
typically planted with shrubs and perennials (natives are ideal), and can be colorful,
landscaped areas in your yard.

BENEFITS

Rain gardens are easiest to install
in flat or slightly sloped areas.

1.

Soils

2.
3.
4.

Well drained soils are necessary.
Avoid placing the rain garden in a
low spot in the yard that always
seems wet. A rain garden is not a
water garden or a wetland.

Setbacks
Min 10’ from building foundation
Min 5’ from septic systems and
Min. 25’ from “404” wetlands

Rain gardens also often provide habitat that can attract beneficial wildlife such as
butterflies and hummingbirds.
Increase groundwater recharge.
Easy to install and maintain.
Enhance the beauty of your yard and the neighborhood.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
For most residential settings, you will be capturing runoff from your house roof and
directing it to your rain garden. This can be accomplished by piping the downspout directly
into your garden, or by letting it run over grass before entering the garden.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pick a Site – make sure you take into considerations all setbacks and utilities.
Check the soils; make sure the soils properly infiltrate.
Maximum width of 10’ (100 SF) applies to most Rain Garden sizing.
Plant material should fill 60 % of the rain garden.

SIZING CALCULATIONS
1.

Calculate Tributary area in Square Feet.

DETAIL
506

Vertical Separation
-Min 12” separation to seasonal
high-water table.

TOWN OF NAGS HEAD STORMWATER CONTROL MEASURES (SCMS)

2.
3.
4.

Divide the Tributary area by 100, then multiply by 15 to get water quality
volume requirement in cubic feet.
Calculate the storage volume of your Rain Garden L x W x D x Lsideslope x
Rside slope; see worksheet B for more detail.
4If you are taking advantage of open space/tree credits and storm water
control measure credits, see worksheet A for confirmation of volume
required.

OPERATION & MAINTENANCE
(TO BE CONDUCTED POSTCONSTRUCTION & ANNUALLY)
With the use of native vegetation and an appropriately
planned design, long term maintenance in a rain garden is
low relative to conventional landscaping.
*

2-3'

During the establishment period of the first year, watering
may be required on a more frequent basis. Once
established, watering should not be necessary at all except
in cases of extreme drought.

Weeding

10'
Max.

Watering

Weeding will be required during the first three years of
establishment and will be less frequent after the three-year
period.

10'
Max.

Remedial Measures
Annual maintenance is not necessarily different than
traditional landscaping and includes removal of dead
vegetation each spring, addition of mulch, periodic
inspection of soil erosion, plant health and removal of litter
as needed.

INSTALLATION

Typical Rain Garden Cross Section.
Not to Scale.
*Rock inlet not required if rain garden is cited to
utilize sheet flow instead of a pipe connection.

MATERIALS
•
•
•
•
•

After calculating the appropriate size, stake out the garden with string and measuring tape.
Excavate the garden to design depth + thickness of mulch layer, with appropriate side slopes.
Plant and Mulch. Consider the plants water requirements as the middle of the rain garden may be slightly wetter than the outer edges.
Consider placing landscape rock on the side slopes to reinforce the rain garden during storms.
Very heavy rainfall can cause the garden to overflow, so plan for that in the design. Excess water can go into another SCM, like
another rain garden, a vegetated swale or other approved storm water control measure.

TOWN OF NAGS HEAD STORMWATER CONTROL MEASURES (SCMS)

DESIGN & INSTALLATION

VEGETATED SWALE

DETAIL 507

Photo credit:Town of Nags Head

DESIGN INFORMATION
DESCRIPTION

Siting

A Vegetated Swale is a broad, shallow, trapezoidal or triangular channel, densely planted with a
variety of trees, shrubs, and grasses. It is designed to attenuate and infiltrate runoff volume
from adjacent impervious surfaces, allowing some pollutants to settle out in the process.

Drainage Area

BENEFITS

Small to medium drainage area; 500
to 1000 SF.

Space
Swales should not be constructed
on or near septic storage or
drainage area.

Topography
Max 3:1 side slopes.

Soils
Permeable soils are best suited for
Vegetated Swales.

Setbacks
Min. 5’ from building foundations
Min 10’ from septic systems
Min. 25’ from “404” wetlands

Vertical Separation
Min. 12” separation from bottom of
swale to seasonal high-water table.

1.
2.
3.

Aesthetically pleasing; integrated into landscape.
Potential pollutant removal.
Water uptake through plants.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Variety of lengths depending on storage volume needed.
Runoff can be directed into Vegetated Swales either as concentrated flows or as lateral sheet
flow drainage.
Minimum 60% planting density.
Planting dense, low-growing native vegetation that is water-resistant, drought and salt
tolerant is ideal. Sod with an installed irrigation system is also an acceptable option.

SIZING CALCULATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Calculate Tributary area in square feet.
Divide tributary area by 100, then multiply by 15 to get water quality volume requirement in
cubic feet.
Calculate the storage volume of your proposed vegetated swale; see worksheet B for more
detail.
Trapezoidal = L x W x D x Lsideslope x Rsideslope = storage Volume (cubic feet)
Triangular = L x D x Lsideslope x Rsideslope = storage Volume (cubic feet)
The total storage volume shall exceed the minimum required water quality volume.
If you are taking advantage of open space/tree credits and storm water control measure credits,
see worksheet A for confirmation of volume requirement.
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Operation&
Maintenance

Plant Spacing:
•

Swale bottom = Grasses 3 plugs per 1 square foot (min. 1-inch diameter by
6-inch tall)

(TO BE CONDUCTED POSTCONSTRUCTION & ANNUALLY)
Annual maintenance is not
necessarily
different
than
traditional landscaping and includes
removal of dead vegetation each
spring, addition of mulch, periodic
inspection of soil erosion, plant
health and removal of litter as
needed.

•

Swale sides = Dwarf Shrubs or Grasses 1 or 2 gallon pot – planted 2’ o.c.

•

Med/Large Shrubs – planted 6’-8’ o.c

•

Trees – if desired, near top of swale, planted 10’.

Watering – During the first year,
water during the growing season
during periods of drought. Drip
Irrigation is recommended.
Weeding – Required as needed
during the growing season for first
year.

INSTALLATION
•
Scarify the soil before
construction to alleviate any
compaction that may have
occurred during construction.
• Rough grade the vegetated
swale. Use light equipment to avoid
excessive compaction and/or land
disturbance.
•

Fine grade the vegetated swale.

• Plantings should be dense to
reduce flow velocities, prevent
erosion, and control weeds.
• Plant the swale at a time of the
year when successful establishment
is possible. (Fall and Spring).
• Use irrigation if planting in
summer.

Trapezoidal Vegetated Swale Detail
Not to Scale

Triangular Vegetated Swale Detail
Not to Scale

RECOMMENDED
PLANT LIST

DETAIL 508

TOWN OF NAGS HEAD RECOMMENDED PLANT LIST FOR STORMWATER CONTROL MEASURES (SCMS)

Photo credit: Rain Garden Alliance

PLANT INFORMATION
DESCRIPTION
Plants used in stormwater control measures should be carefully considered
depending on several factors: water requirements or tolerance, sun exposure,
tolerance for drought, sandy soil adaptability, and salt tolerance.

BENEFITS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Additional water uptake through evapotranspiration.
Filtering of environmental contaminants.
Aesthetically pleasing additional to the landscape.
Once established, minimal maintenance required.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
1.
2.
3.

Choose plants depending on the estimated amount of water they will
receive. (e.g. will they be in standing water)
The use of native plants is suggested to reduce maintenance as they are
better adapted to soils and environmental conditions.
Choose a variety of plants instead of just one or two species.

SIZING CALCULATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Refer to the Fact Sheet for your desired storm water control measure for
suggested plant density.
As a rule of thumb, most wetland (plants that are ok with standing water)
are best planted in plugs. These are economical are come in flats.
1 Gallon size is standard for most perennials; 1 or 3 Gal shrubs;
If you plant trees greater than or equal to 2” caliper, you can receive a
reduction in built upon area. (Caliper is always measured six inches above
ground or soil level for trees less than 4.5” caliper)
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TREES (Zone 3)
If you have additional plants
you would like to use,
Please contact the Town for
approval before installation.

Serviceberry Amelanchier spp.
Red Maple Acer rubrum
Bald Cypress Taxiodium distichum (standing water tolerant)
E Red Cedar Juniperus virginiana (sheltered, semi shaded location)

SHRUBS/PERENNIALS (Zone 3)
American beautyberry Callicarpa americana
Coastal sweetpepperbush Clethra alnifolia
Virginia sweetspire Itea virginica
Inkberry Ilex glabra
Slender wood oats Chasmanthium laxum
Switchgrass Panicum virgatum
Adam’s-needle Yucca Yucca filamentosa
Muhly grass Muhlenbergia

PERENNIALS (Zone 2)
Lance leaved coreopsis Coreopsis lanceola
Swamp milkweed Asclepias incarnata
Wild blue indigo Baptisia australis
Lanceleaf tickseed Coreopsis lanceolata
Cinnamon fern Osmunda cinnamomea (semi shaded)
Swamp Sunflower Helianthus angustifolius

WETLAND PLANTS (standing water tolerant) (Zone 1)
Blue flag Iris Iris versicolor
Mallow Kosteletzkya virginica
American sweet flag Acorus americanus
Pickerel weed Pontederia cordata

Source: Anne Guillette, Low Impact Design Studio
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BEACH FRONT
RECOMMENDED
PLANT LIST

DETAIL 508(B)

TOWN OF NAGS HEAD RECOMMENDED PLANT LIST FOR STORMWATER CONTROL MEASURES (SCMS)

Photo credit: Rain Garden Alliance

PLANT INFORMATION
DESCRIPTION
Plants used in stormwater control measures should be carefully considered
depending on several factors: water requirements or tolerance, sun exposure,
tolerance for drought, sandy soil adaptability, and salt tolerance.

BENEFITS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Additional water uptake through evapotranspiration.
Filtering of environmental contaminants.
Aesthetically pleasing additional to the landscape.
Once established, minimal maintenance required.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
1.
2.
3.

Choose plants depending on the estimated amount of water they will
receive. (e.g. will they be in standing water)
The use of native plants is suggested to reduce maintenance as they are
better adapted to soils and environmental conditions.
Choose a variety of plants instead of just one or two species.

SIZING CALCULATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Refer to the Fact Sheet for your desired storm water control measure for
suggested plant density.
As a rule of thumb, most wetland (plants that are ok with standing water)
are best planted in plugs. These are economical are come in flats.
1 Gallon size is standard for most perennials; 1 or 3 Gal shrubs;
If you plant trees greater than or equal to 2” caliper, you can receive a
reduction in built upon area. (Caliper is always measured six inches above
ground or soil level for trees less than 4.5” caliper)
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TREES (Zone 3)
Japanese Black pine
Eastern Red Cedar (must be sheltered from NE wind)
If you have additional plants
you would like to use,
Please contact the Town for
approval before installation.

GRASSES (Zone 2)
Slender wood oats (Chasmanthium laxum)
Switchgrass (Panicum virgatum)
Curlyleaf Yucca (Yucca filamentosa)
Muhly grass (Muhlenbergia)
Little bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparium)
Blanket Flower (Gaillardia pulchella)
Seaside goldenrod (Solidago sempervirens)

PLUGS (ZONE 1/2)
American beachgrass (cool weather planting)
Sea oats (warm weather planting)
Panicgrass (Panicum amarum) (warm weather planting)

Source: Anne Guillette, Low Impact Design Studio
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Chapter 6

Non-residential
Stormwater Management
Stormwater Management for Commercial, Mixed
Use, and all Non-Single Family or Non-Duplex
Residential development, including Multi-Family
development is regulated by Article 11.4,
Environmental Regulations of the Town of Nags
Head Unified Development Ordinance. This section
shall serve as a supplement to these set of
regulations to provide technical guidance and
specifically to describe design methods to
calculate the level of control to meet the
regulations set forth in Article 11.4.
Non-residential stormwater management differs
from single-family residential individual lot
development in that stormwater management
plans and supporting technical documents shall be
prepared by a qualified and registered design
professional knowledgeable within the field of
work for the performance of the design,
construction, operation and function of the
stormwater facilities. Development and
redevelopment of property with commercial uses,
mixed land uses or residential uses other than
single-family or duplex residential uses require the
submission of a stormwater management plan
with the exception of the following:


Is consistent with the zoning regulations of
the UDO related to redevelopment &
nonconformities;



Does not result in the net gain of built upon
area;



Does not include the importation of any fill
material;



A stormwater retrofit for an existing property
for flood mitigation limiting the import of fill
to 12 inches or less.
TOWN OF NAGS HEAD LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT MANUAL

All other development or redevelopment that
results in a net gain in built-upon area requires
the submission of a stormwater plan
demonstrating that the stormwater runoff
generated from the project’s built-upon area
shall be directed into an approved stormwater
management system designed to accommodate
the volume of runoff generated by a 4.3-inch
design storm event.
The manual is intended to provide guidance in
the selection of appropriate structural control
measures (SCM’s), design criteria to meet
applicable stormwater regulations. However, this
manual does not cover every situation or
potential solutions. The design professional is
responsible for exercising professional
judgement when selecting, siting and designing
SCM’s to meet applicable local and state
regulations. Additional guidance can be found at
North Carolina Department of Environmental
Quality Stormwater Design Manual, (NCDEQ
2017).
Designers should review state stormwater
requirements for applicability. If greater than
10,000 sf of built upon area or greater than 1.0
ac. of land disturbance activities are proposed,
state regulatory requirements may apply. For
those cases where the developer is required to
submit stormwater management applications to
meet both local and state requirements, copies
of the NCDEQ state approved plans in
conjunction with fully executed operation and
maintenance agreements shall be provided to
the Town.
In general, if any part of this manual differs from
any other ordinance, rule, regulation or provision
of law, whichever provision that imposes the
higher protective standard shall control.
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Stormwater Management
Calculations
Stormwater programs in North Carolina require
high density development projects to treat to a
design storm depth in a SCM. To size the SCM, the
designer shall calculate the volume of runoff that
will drain to it. Stormwater rules do not reference
any specific calculation methods. This chapter
provides technical guidance for stormwater
calculation methods that are typically used at both
the state and local levels.

Rational Method for Peak
Flow

Qp = C*I*A
QP= Peak Flow for design storm (cfs)
C = Composite runoff coefficient
I = Rainfall intensity for design storm
(in/hr)
A = Drainage Area (ac.)

The peak flow is often calculated using the
Rational Method. The composite runoff
coefficient, C, reflects the runoff potential for
the area. The range of runoff coefficients
typically varies between 0.35 to 0.95, with the
higher values representing the greater runoff
potential. The composite runoff coefficient is
the weighted average of all the land uses in the
drainage area. Table 1 presents values of runoff
coefficients for various surfaces.

TOWN OF NAGS HEAD LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT MANUAL

Table 1: Rational Runoff Coefficients by
Land Use (ASCE 1975,Viessman, et.al.1996, Malcom 1999)
Surface Description

Runoff Coefficient (C)

Unimproved Areas

0.35

Asphalt

0.95

Concrete

0.95

Brick

0.85

Roofs, inclined

1.00

Roofs, flat

0.90

Lawns, sandy soil, flat (<2%)

0.10

Lawns, sandy soil, avg. (2-7%)

0.15

Lawns, sandy soil, steep (>7%)

0.20

Lawns, heavy soil, flat (<2%)

0.15

Lawns, heavy soil, avg. (2-7%)

0.20

Lawns, heavy soil, steep (>7%)

0.30

Wooded Areas

0.15

Pervious Pavement

0.67

SCM Surface Area

1.0

The rainfall intensity for stormwater
management plans prepared to meet the Town
of Nags Head requirements is 2.15 in/hr. The
storm duration is 2 hrs. It should be noted that
the Rational Method is the most applicable to
drainage areas that are 20 acres or less.

Steps for using the Rational Method for
Peak Flow:
Step 1: Delineate the tributary drainage area
(A) that will be directed to the SCM,
calculated in (ac.).
Step 2: Define the individual land use surface
areas located within the boundaries of the
tributary drainage area noted in Step 1.
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Individual land use surface type
descriptions are located in Table 1.
Step 3: Multiply the individual land use
surface areas from Step 2 by the associative
land use runoff coefficient (unitless) shown
in Table 1.

An alternate and more simplified method for
computing stormwater runoff is the Simple
Method (Schueler 1987). The required
information is as follows: (1) tributary area A (sf)
that drains to a SCM, (2) the percentage of
drainage area that is impervious (%), (3) the
desired depth of rainfall targeted for capture.
The Simple Method calculation process is as
follows:

Step 4: Add the calculated values from
Step 3 and divide by the tributary drainage
area (A) from Step 1 to obtain the
composite runoff coefficient (C).

Step 1: Calculate the proposed
imperviousness IA of the proposed site

Step 5: To obtain Q (cfs), multiply C (from

development plan, (as a percentage or

Step 4), by I (2.15 in/hr), by A (from Step 1).

fraction)

Step 6: To obtain the minimum required

Step 2: Multiply the impervious fraction IA

storage volume Rv, multiply Q (cfs) by the

by 0.9 and add to 0.05 to calculate the

duration of the storm event. The Nags Head

runoff coefficient RV (unitless).

storm duration is 2 hrs or 7200 seconds.

Step 3: The design storm depth Rd for Nags
Head is 4.3 in..

Simple Method for
Runoff Volume (Schueler 1987)

Step 4: Multiply the tributary drainage area
A by the runoff coefficient RV calculated in
Step 2 by the design storm depth 4.3 in. in
Step 3 by 3630 to obtain the design
volume DV (cu ft).

Rv = 0.05 + 0.9*IA
Rv= Runoff coefficient (unitless)

Step 5: The SCM volume shall be based on
DV or the minimum volume of runoff to be
controlled.

IA = Impervious fraction (unitless)

Dv = 3630*Rd*Rv*A
DV = Design Volume (cu ft)
Rd = Design storm depth (in.)
A = Drainage area (ac)

TOWN OF NAGS HEAD LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT MANUAL
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Discrete NRCS Curve
Number for Runoff Depth

Step 3: Multiply the individual land use
areas from Step 1 by the assigned land use
CN by HSG described in Step 2.
Step 4: Add the calculated values from
Step 3 and divide by the total tributary

S = 1000/CN - 10
S= Maximum retention after rainfall begins
(in)
CN = Curve number (unitless)

drainage area A from Step 1 to obtain the
composite curve number CN.
Step 5: Calculate the maximum retention
after rainfall begins S (in) by dividing curve
number CN-10 into 1000

Q = (P-0.2S)2
(P+0.8S)
Q = Runoff depth (in)
P = Rainfall depth (in.)

Step 6: The rainfall depth P for Nags Head
is 4.3 in.
Step 7: Compute the runoff depth Q by
inputting the results of Step 5 S maximum
retention after rainfall begins and Step 6 P
into the Runoff Depth equation.

The steps for using the Discrete NRCS Curve
Number are as follows:

Step 8: Find the runoff volume by
multiplying Q runoff depth from Step 7
times the tributary area A (sf) and dividing
by 12.

Step 1: Divide the tributary drainage area
into land uses and assign the appropriate
curve number CN, to each one (see Table
4). The CN characterizes the amount of
runoff generated by a drainage area based
on its USGS Hydrologic Soil Group (HSG)
and ground cover.
Step 2: Refer to Table 3 to obtain the CN
curve number by HSG and associative land
use cover.

TOWN OF NAGS HEAD LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT MANUAL
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Table 2: Hydrologic Soil Groups
Soil Group

Description

A

Low runoff potential and high infiltration rates even when thoroughly wetted. Consist chiefly
of deep, well to excessively drained sand or gravel and have a high rate of water transmission
(greater than 0.30 in.hr). The textures of the sand are typically sand, loamy sand or sandy
loam.
Moderate infiltration rates when thoroughly wetted and consist chiefly of moderately deep,
well drained soils with moderately fine to moderately coarse texture. These soils have a
moderate rate of water transmission (0.15-0.30 in/hr). The textures of these soils are typically
silt loam or loam.
Low infiltration rates when thoroughly wetted and consist chiefly of soils with a layer that
impedes downward of water and soils with moderately fine to fine texture. These soils have a
low rate of water transmission (0.05-0.10 in/hr). The soil texture is typically sandy clay loam.
High runoff potential and low infiltration rates when thoroughly wetted and consist chiefly of
clay soils with a high swelling potential, soils with a permanent high water table, soils with a
clay layer at or near the surface and shallow soils over nearly impervious material. These soils
have a very low rate of water transmission (0.0-0.05 in/hr). The textures of these soils are
typically clay loam, silty clay loam, sandy clay, silty clay, or clay.

B

C
D

Additional information related to Hydrologic Soil Group can be referenced from the Soil Survey of Dare County, North Carolina, USDA
SCS, March 1992

Table 3: Urban areas runoff curve numbers for SCS method by HSG
Cover Description

Curve Number by HSG
A

B

C

D

Poor condition (<50% grass cover)

68

79

86

89

Fair condition (50%-75% grass cover)

49

69

79

84

Good condition (>75% grass cover)

39

61

74

80

98

98

98

98

Paved; curbs and storm sewers

98

98

98

98

Paved; open ditches

83

89

98

98

Gravel

76

85

89

91

Dirt

72

82

85

88

Newly graded areas

77

86

91

94

Pasture (<50% ground cover or heavily grazed)

68

79

86

89

Fully developed urban areas
Open space (lawns, parks, golf courses, etc.)

Impervious Areas:
Paved parking lots, roofs, driveways, etc.
Streets and roadways:

Developing urban areas

TOWN OF NAGS HEAD LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT MANUAL
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Pasture (50%-75% ground cover, moderately grazed)

49

69

79

84

Pasture (>75% ground cover, lightly grazed)

39

61

74

80

Meadow- continuous grass, protected from grazing,

30

58

71

78

Brush (,50% ground cover)

48

67

77

83

Brush (50% to 75% ground cover)

35

56

70

77

Brush (>75% ground cover)

30

48

65

73

Woods (forest litter, small trees and heavy grazing or
regular burning)
Woods (some forest litter covering soil w/ moderate
grazing but not burned, some
Woods (litter and brush cover the soil, no grazing)

45

66

77

83

36

60

73

79

30

55

70

77

mowed for hay

Methodologies for Peak
Runoff Rates

management planning process are not specifically
noted in this Article of the Unified Development
Ordinance. Additional guidance is provided below.

Many methodologies have been developed to
estimate peak runoff rates and total runoff volume
from land surfaces under many conditions. This
Chapter describes methods that are most widely
used in the State of North Carolina. This is not a
complete list of procedures nor is it intended to
discourage using alternative methods as they
become available.

Storage capacity (interstitial storage) within
existing soils and/or fill material shall not be
counted towards the volume requirement for the
stormwater management design. This is consistent
with the standards for residential stormwater
management plan development and with the
NCDEQ Stormwater Design Manual. Interstitial
storage calculations shall only be used to
demonstrate excess storage above and beyond the
local stormwater volume control requirement.

Additional Design
Considerations
There are numerous factors that the designer
should consider when undertaking a stormwater
management plan in the coastal environment.
These design factors should include, but are not
limited to: pre-development conditions,
topography, seasonal high water table and soil
wetness conditions, site layout, impervious
coverage, vegetative surface cover, environmental
setbacks, grading, stormwater overflow, etc. Most
of these items area covered within Article 11Envirnmental Regulations -Part I Stormwater, Fill
and Runoff Management. Several technical factors
should be considered as part of the stormwater
TOWN OF NAGS HEAD LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT MANUAL

Site development proposals that include “piping in”
of existing open drainage channels shall include
design calculations that consider upstream
tributary drainage areas for appropriate sizing of
storm drainage infrastructure. All drainage facilities
shall be encompassed within drainage easements
to permit for maintenance activities.
Off-site flows into Town rights-of-ways or existing
Town maintained drainageways shall provide
supporting calculations demonstrating that postdevelopment project outflows do not exceed predevelopment project outflows OR a downstream
analysis of existing facilities demonstrating that it
can accommodate the proposed additional flows.
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Glossary
Annual plant - A plant that completes its
entire life cycle in a single growing season.
Aquifer- A stratum of rock or soil that
contains groundwater.
Base flow — Water flow in a stream or manmade channel between rainfall events. The
source of the water flow is supplied by
groundwater.
Best Management Practice (BMP) –
Methods, measures or a practice or a
combination of practices to prevent or
reduce water pollution. Examples include
treatment techniques, operating
procedures, erosion control practices,
fertilizer and animal waste management
and runoff control.
Bioretention area — A water quality
practice that utilizes landscaping and soils
to treat stormwater by collecting it in
shallow depressions and then filtering it
through a planting soil media. (Also see rain
garden.)
Buffer - An area of trees, shrubs and
plants next to a waterbody that provides
a permanent barrier against runoff from
development, construction and other
land uses. Buffers are designed to filter
and protect the receiving waterbody from
sediment and pollutants contained in
storm water runoff. Buffers also function
as habitat for migratory birds and
aquatic and terrestrial wildlife.
Built Upon Area - means that portion of
a development project that is covered by
impervious materials or partially
impervious surfaces and used to calculate

stormwater runoff potential, including
buildings; pavement and compacted
gravel areas such as roads or parking lots,
and paths and recreation facilities such as
athletic courts and concrete pool decks.
Built-upon area does not include the
surface area of pools, wooden slatted
decks, or un-compacted, washed gravel,
or pervious or partially pervious paving
material to the extent that the paving
material absorbs water or allows water to
infiltrate through the paving material.
Built-upon area is distinct from "lot
coverage" as defined herein.
Channel- means a natural or artificial
watercourse with a definite bed and
banks that conducts continuously or
periodically flowing water.
Check dam - A small barrier built across
the direction of water flow in a channel to
retain excess water during heavy rains and
to slow the speed of runoff traveling
through the channel.
Deciduous plant - A plant that sheds or
loses its foliage at the end of each growing
season.
Detain (detention)- The temporary
storage of stormwater prior to controlled
release as runoff. (Contrast with retention.)
Disconnected impervious surfaces Integration of treatment and management
measures into developed areas to remove
the links between hardscaped areas such as
driveways, walkways, parking areas with the
strategic placement of distributed lot-level
controls that can be customized to more
closely mimic a watershed’s hydrology.
i

Ecosystem — An interactive system that
includes the organisms of a natural
community together with their abiotic,
physical, chemical and geochemical
environment.

several different layers where each layer
holds data about a particular kind of feature
(i.e. roads, waterbodies, etc.). Each feature is
linked to a position on the graphical image
of a map.

Easement - A right, such as a right-of-way,
afforded a person to make limited use of
another’s real property.

Groundwater - Water below the earth’s
surface, typically in aquifers, that supplies
drinking wells and springs. Runoff can seep
into the soil and recharge groundwater
supplies.

Estuary — Brackish-water area influenced by
the tides where the mouth of the river meets
the sea. Estuaries are breeding grounds for
many species of fish and shellfish.
Evergreen plant - A plant that remains
green and retains its foliage throughout the
year.
Fecal coliform bacteria — Bacteria that are
present in the intestines or feces of warmblooded animals. The potential for
contracting diseases from pathogens can
be determined by testing for an
“indicator” organism such as coliform
bacteria. Testing of surface waters for
coliform bacteria are often used as a
measure of safe water quality levels.
Floodplain — Land areas adjacent to water
courses, rivers or water bodies subject to
recurring inundation.
Forebay — Stormwater design feature that
uses a small basin to settle out incoming
sediment delivered in runoff to a
stormwater BMP.
Geographic information systems (GIS) —
A computer system for capturing, storing,
checking, integrating, manipulating,
analyzing and displaying data related to
positions on the Earth’s surface. Typically,
GIS is used for handling maps of one kind or
another. These might be represented as

Habitat - The specific area or environment
where a plant or animal lives. A habitat must
provide all of the basic requirements for life
(food, water, shelter) and should be free of
harmful contaminants and pollution.
Hydrologic Soil Group (HSG) - means a
Natural Resource Conservation Service
(NRCS) classification system in which soils
are categorized into four groups of
infiltration potential. The groups range from
A soils, with high permeability and little
runoff production, to D soils, which have
low permeability and produce much more
runoff.
Hydrology — Movement and distribution
of groundwater and surface water in a
system.
Impervious surface - Any hardened surface
improvement that water cannot penetrate
into (i.e. parking lots, streets, sidewalks,
rooftops).
Infiltration – The process by which water
drains or seeps into the soil matrix from the
ground surface.
Infiltration Device - Any structure or
measure designed to infiltrate retained
water to the subsurface. These facilities may
be above grade or below grade.
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Land Use - The way land is used or
developed, such as the types of buildings
and activities permitted. Particular land uses
are often associated with different types of
pollution, such as erosion and
sedimentation from construction activities.
Lot Coverage - means that portion of the
lot area, expressed as a percentage, that is
covered or occupied by impervious surfaces
or structures. For the purposes of
determining lot coverage, the following
features shall be considered impervious: any
principal or accessory use or structure
located above the ground including decks;
parking areas; vehicular use areas; roadways;
access ways; and sidewalks or walkways that
prevent the infiltration of rainwater. Lot
coverage is utilized to determine zoning
compliance and is distinct from the amount
of built upon area used in stormwater
management calculations.
Low impact development (LID) - Low
impact development is an innovative
stormwater management approach with a
basic principle that is modeled after nature:
manage rainfall at the source using
uniformly distributed decentralized microscale controls. LID's goal is to mimic a site's
predevelopment hydrology by using design
techniques that infiltrate, filter, store,
evaporate, transpire and detain runoff close
to its source.
Mimic – Significantly equivalent in nature.
Mitigation - Actions taken to avoid, reduce,
or compensate for the effects of humaninduced environmental damage.
Native plant — A plant that naturally
occurred in an area before disturbance by
humans. Native plants are adapted to the
weather, temperature and soil conditions of

this region. Native plants require less (if any)
fertilizers, pesticides or irrigation and tend
to be disease and drought-tolerant.
Nonpoint source pollution (NPS) –
Pollution that enters water bodies from a
variety of sources. NPS pollution is caused
by runoff from rainfall or snowmelt that
moves over and through the ground,
washing natural and human-made
pollutants into surface waters and
underground sources of drinking water
Typical NPS pollutants are pet waste, lawn
fertilizer, pesticides, car washing detergents,
litter and sediment.
Nutrient — Substances such as nitrogen
and phosphorous that are required by
plants and animals for growth. In some
circumstances, excessive nutrient additions
to surface waters may result in excessive
algal or plant growth and, subsequently, the
accumulation and decay of increased
organic matter.
Open Space - A vegetated, unoccupied,
space open to the sky, without vertical
structures or surfaces covered with
pavements or other relatively impervious
materials.
Outfall — Is a discharge point of
stormwater system that exits the system and
flows into a body of water. Outfalls include
discharges from pipes, ditches, swales and
other points of concentrated flows.
Pathogen - A disease-causing organism
(viruses, bacteria, or fungi can be
pathogenic organisms)
Perennial plant - A plant that grows and
persists for more than one year. Perennial
plants persist as vegetation from year to
year or re-sprout from their rootstock
annually.
iii

Permeable - Soil or other material that
allows the infiltration or passage of water or
other liquids. This term is typically
interchangeable with the term pervious.
Pervious paving – Is a stormwater control
system that captures stormwater through
voids in the pavement surface and filters
water through an underlying aggregate
reservoir. The reservoir can either infiltrate
into the underlying soil subgrade or be
designed to detain and release water to a
stormwater conveyance system. Waterpervious materials such as a washed
aggregate, concrete grid pavers, pervious
concrete or pervious paving blocks for
driveways, parking areas, walkways, and
patios that minimize runoff from those
areas, as well as increase infiltration.
Point source pollution - Pollution that can
be traced to a single point, or output, such
as a pipe.
Pollution - Any substance that exists in the
environment that is undesirable or harmful
for that environment.
Rain garden — A rain garden is a shallow
depression planted with native plants,
flowers or grass that captures and infiltrates
rain before it becomes polluted runoff.

downhill into a major river. All water that
falls within the basin flows into these
streams and rivers.
Runoff -Water flowing across the land that
does not infiltrate the soil, but drains into
surface or groundwater, or when rainfall
exceeds the infiltration capacity of the land.
Runoff volume - The volume of water that
runs off the land development project from
a prescribed storm event.
Sedimentation - Particles of soil, sand, silt,
clay, or organic matter that are deposited
onto the bottom of any surface water or are
left behind when water leaves.
Sedimentation often originates from land
disturbance activities associated with
construction sites or where bare land
surfaces exist.
Storm drainage system – A network of
structures, channels and underground pipes
built to collect and transport runoff to
streams, ponds, lakes, rivers and other water
bodies. Storm drainage systems are
completely separate from those that carry
domestic and commercial wastewater
(sanitary sewer system).

Retain (retention) – To facilitate full
infiltration and/or evapotranspiration of
stormwater, not allowing runoff.

Stormwater Control Measures (SCMs) "Stormwater Control Measure" or "SCM,"
also known as "Best Management Practice"
or "BMP," means a permanent structural
device that is designed, constructed, and
maintained to remove pollutants from
stormwater runoff by promoting settling or
filtration; or to mimic the natural hydrologic
cycle by promoting infiltration,
evapotranspiration, post-filtration discharge,
reuse of stormwater, or a combination
thereof

River basin - Area encompassing all the
land drained by streams and creeks flowing

Stormwater Management - The use of
structural or nonstructural practices to

Receiving waters — Creeks, streams, rivers,
lakes, estuaries and other bodies of water
into which stormwater is discharged to.
Recharge – The downward movement of
water through the soil matrix to below the
limits of active evapotranspiration effects.
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manage one or more components of
hydrologic response (quantity, constituents,
and character) from stormwater inputs.
Surface water — The water that rests on
top of the earth in streams, lakes, rivers,
oceans and reservoirs and is open to the
atmosphere (i.e. rivers, lakes, creeks,
streams, etc.).
Swales - Minor channels usually lined with
grass used to transport runoff from less
developed areas.
TMDL — Total maximum daily load is the
calculation of the maximum amount of
pollutants that a waterbody can receive and
still meet water quality standards.
Tributary - A stream that flows into a larger
stream or other body of water.
Water Cycle - The cycle in which water
evaporates from surface waters, condenses
into clouds, and falls again to the earth as
rain or other forms of precipitation.

Water Quality — The biological, chemical
and physical conditions of a waterbody; a
measure of the ability of a waterbody to
support designated uses.
Water Table – The depth at which the
ground is saturated with water.
Watershed - Ecosystem consisting of three
major components—stream channel,
floodplain, and upland areas—that function
together and drain to water bodies,
including lakes, rivers, estuaries, wetlands,
streams, and the surrounding landscape
(groundwater recharge areas are also
considered).
Wetland - Land whose soil is saturated with
moisture either permanently or seasonally.
They are generally distinguished from other
water bodies or landforms based on
saturated soil conditions for a period of
time long enough season each year to
support aquatic plants.
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Web Resources
Rainwater Harvesting
NC Department of Environmental Quality Stormwater Design Manual, Part C-7 Rainwater Harvesting
https://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/energy-mineral-land-resources/energy-mineral-land-permitguidance/stormwater-bmp-manual
North Carolina Coastal Federation, Smart Yards- Simple DIY Solutions: Rain Barrels, 2017
https://www.nccoast.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/SmartYards_07-17.pdf
Town of Nags Head Recommended Standard Details Manual- Rain Barrel- Detail 505
https://www.nagsheadnc.gov/938/Recommended-Standard-Details-Manual--Sto

Re-routing Downspouts
North Carolina Coastal Federation, Smart Yards- Simple DIY Solutions: Re-routing Downspouts, 2017
https://www.nccoast.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/SmartYards_07-17.pdf
NC Department of Environmental Quality Stormwater Design Manual, Part C-10 Disconnect Impervious
Surfaces https://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/energy-mineral-land-resources/energy-mineral-land-permitguidance/stormwater-bmp-manual
North Carolina Cooperative Extension, Disconnect for Rainwater Dispersal, 2012
https://wrri.ncsu.edu/docs/partnerships/bcwa/2.DISCONNECT.pdf

Vegetated Swales
Town of Nags Head Recommended Standard Details Manual- Rain Garden- Detail 507
https://www.nagsheadnc.gov/938/Recommended-Standard-Details-Manual--Sto
NC Department of Environmental Quality Stormwater Design Manual, Part C-1 Infiltration Systems
https://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/energy-mineral-land-resources/energy-mineral-land-permitguidance/stormwater-bmp-manual
North Carolina Cooperative Extension, Low Impact Development, A Guidebook for North Carolina, Swales
http://www.onsiteconsortium.org/npsdeal/NC_LID_Guidebook.pdf
North Carolina State University, NC State Extension, Swale Terminology for Urban Stormwater Treatment,
2020, https://content.ces.ncsu.edu/swale-terminology-for-urban-stormwater-treatment
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Rain Gardens
Town of Nags Head Recommended Standard Details Manual- Rain Garden- Detail 506
https://www.nagsheadnc.gov/938/Recommended-Standard-Details-Manual--Sto
Town of Nags Head Recommended Standard Details Manual- Rain Recommended Plan List- Detail 508
https://www.nagsheadnc.gov/938/Recommended-Standard-Details-Manual--Sto
North Carolina Cooperative Extension, Backyard Rain Garden,2014 https://forsyth.ces.ncsu.edu/wpcontent/uploads/2016/03/RGmanual2015.pdf?fwd=no
North Carolina State Stormwater Engineering Group, https://stormwater.bae.ncsu.edu/ search rain gardens.
North Carolina Coastal Federation, Smart Yards- Simple DIY Solutions: Rain Gardens, 2017
https://www.nccoast.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/SmartYards_07-17.pdf
Contact your local nursery or Dare County Cooperative Extension for more assistance

Infiltration Trenches
Town of Nags Head Recommended Standard Details Manual- Infiltration Trench- Detail 502
https://www.nagsheadnc.gov/938/Recommended-Standard-Details-Manual--Sto
NC Department of Environmental Quality Stormwater Design Manual, Part C-1 Infiltration Systems
https://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/energy-mineral-land-resources/energy-mineral-land-permitguidance/stormwater-bmp-manual
North Carolina Cooperative Extension, Low Impact Development, A Guidebook for North Carolina,
Infiltration Trench http://www.onsiteconsortium.org/npsdeal/NC_LID_Guidebook.pdf
Susdrain, Component Infiltration trenches: https://www.susdrain.org/delivering-suds/using-suds/sudscomponents/infiltration/infiltration_trench.html

Living Shorelines
North Carolina Coastal Federation, Smart Yards- Simple DIY Solutions: Living Shorelines, 2017
https://www.nccoast.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/SmartYards_07-17.pdf
North Carolina Coastal Federation, Living Shorelines, https://www.nccoast.org/protect-the-coast/estuarineshorelines/
Living Shorelines Academy, https://www.livingshorelinesacademy.org/index.php
Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS)-Living Shoreline Summit Presentations, 2006
https://www.vims.edu/cbnerr/coastal_training/recent_workshops/ls_summit.php
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Living Shorelines Workgroup,2015,
https://www.habitatblueprint.noaa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/NOAA-Guidance-for-Considering-theUse-of-Living-Shorelines_2015.pdf

References
Currituck County Stormwater Manual, December 2017
Town of Nags Head Stormwater Management Plan Volume II: Technical Report, 2006
Southeast Michigan Council of Governments, Low Impact Development Manual for Michigan, A Design
Guide for Implementors and Reviewers, 2008
North Carolina Cooperative Extension, Low Impact Development A Guidebook for North Carolina, 2009
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality Stormwater Design Manual, 2017.
North Carolina State University, Low Impact Development Fast Track Certification, February 2011
Town of Nags Head Recommended Standards Detail Manual, 2019
Town of Cedar Point/Town of Cape Carteret Low Impact Development (LID) Manual, 2010
Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Green Growth Guidelines, 1st Edition, 2011
Urban Land Institute, Environment and Development, Myth and Fact, 2012
North Carolina Coastal Federation, Low Impact Development: https://www.nccoast.org/protect-thecoast/restore/low-impact-development/

Additional Resources
NC Water Resources Research Institute: https://wrri.ncsu.edu
NC Cooperative Extension: https://www.darenc.com/departments/planning/soil-and-water/rain-gardeninformation
Low Impact Development Center: http://www.lowimpactdevelopment.org/resources
North Carolina State University Stormwater Engineering Group: https://stormwater.bae.ncsu.edu/
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MEMORANDUM
Town of Nags Head
Planning & Development Department
To: Planning Board
From: Michael Zehner, Director of Planning & Development
Kelly Wyatt, Deputy Director of Planning & Development
Date: March 12, 2021
Subject: Consideration of text amendments to the Unified Development Ordinance
pertaining to the permitted zoning district location and supplemental
regulations for hotels
OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND
At their February 17, 2021 meeting, the Board of Commissioners directed the initiation
of a text amendment that would allow hotels within the CR zoning district. The Board
wished to consider this amendment as an alternative to the text amendment addressing
hotels as a nonconforming use within the CR zoning district. The Board has scheduled
a public hearing to consider both amendments at their meeting on April 7, 2021.
Related, please find attached a letter from Alex Moore, President, Seaboard Hotels,
dated March 2, 2021, concerning the text amendment addressing hotels as a
nonconforming use.
CODE CONSIDERATIONS
It is Staff’s understanding that the Commissioners’ intent was to impose restrictions on
hotels allowed within the CR district that were essentially the same as those that existed
prior to the adoption of the UDO. The following were the specific standards, including
dimensional requirements, that were applicable to hotels located in the CR zoning
district:
a. A hotel lot shall have a minimum width of 150 feet.
b. A minimum setback of 45 feet is required from the right-of-way line of South
Virginia Dare Trail (NC 12) or South Old Oregon Inlet Road (NC 1243).
c. A minimum setback for any structure from a side yard property line other than a
property line along a state or town street right-of-way shall be ten feet. In the
case of a corner lot, to ensure adequate sight clearance, the minimum width of
the side yard adjacent to the right-of-way shall be the greater of either the front
yard setback or side yard setback. For hotel buildings higher than 35 feet, the
side yard setback shall be ten feet plus an additional one foot for each foot over
35 feet.
d. The maximum height of a structure shall be 60 feet.
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e. Maximum lot coverage for hotel sites with an accessory fishing pier shall not
exceed 45 percent and shall otherwise be in accordance with subsection (d)(2) of
this section.
f. A minimum of 50 percent of the required setbacks on the north, south, east and
west shall be left undeveloped and landscaped as open space. Subterranean
sewage systems and repair areas are allowed in the required setbacks.
g. The density of hotel units shall not exceed 16 hotel units or hotel efficiency units
for the first acre and 20 hotel units or hotel efficiency units for each additional
acre.
h. Hotel units shall be at least 300 square feet in area. Hotel efficiency units shall be
at least 400 square feet in area. No hotel unit or hotel efficiency unit shall be
greater than 700 square feet in area.
i.

Unless the public safety department has approved an alternate life safety/fire
evacuation plan, a 12-foot wide paved vehicular access along all four sides of
principal structures shall be provided suitable for firefighting and rescue
equipment. The edge of the paved access nearer the structure shall be no closer
than ten feet, nor farther than 30 feet, from the sides of the structure.

j.

Containers for garbage and refuse shall be provided in accordance with chapter
30 of this Code. Areas for screened dumpsters shall be provided so as to be out
of the traffic flow and accessible to garbage trucks at all times.

k. A sidewalk or boardwalk constructed to provide a grade separation from
vehicular traffic of at least six inches shall connect all principal buildings on the
site except where passageways cross traffic lanes. Separate buildings shall be
connected with pedestrian passageways that are striped when crossing traffic
lanes.
l.

No portion of any building shall be farther than 250 feet or closer than 50 feet to a
fire hydrant.

m. Fire hydrants shall be protected from traffic in accordance with section 20-1 and
shall be marked with painted stripes on the pavement within the protected area.
n. The structures shall be sprinkler protected in accordance with section 20-121 et
seq. A fire flow test of the water supply for the sprinkler system serving or
intended to serve the structures shall be conducted at the developer's expense
by the town fire department or by an independent testing firm. If the test is
conducted by an independent testing firm, it shall be made under the direct
supervision of the town fire chief or his designee. A fee, in accordance with the
most recently adopted consolidated fee schedule, shall be paid by the developer.
If the flow is found to be deficient according to the insurance service office
standards applicable to the town, the developer shall bring the fire flow up to the
established requirements set out in the insurance service office standards. The
fire flow test shall be made prior to the issuance of a building permit.
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o. Automatic emergency electric generators, to provide lighting in hallways and
stairwells during periods of public utility power outages, shall be installed and
tested regularly at the expense of the developer.
p. A minimum of 600 feet of frontage along a street shall be required before two
accessways are permitted to the same street. A minimum of 900 feet of frontage
shall be required before three accessways are permitted. No hotel development
shall have more than three accessways to one street. The accessways shall
comply with the following standards:
1. Accessways shall not be less than 30 feet or more than 40 feet in width at
their intersection with the property line and shall be installed with curbs of
asphalt or concrete at street connections to prevent damage to roadways.
2. The principal accessways shall have an exit lane for left turns where
permitted and an exit lane for right turns and one entrance lane. The lanes
shall be appropriately marked to indicate exit and entrance.
3. At its intersection with the property line, an accessway shall not be less
than 100 feet from another accessway or 50 feet from a corner of the
property. At least one accessway will be allowed for each hotel
development.
q. Each hotel site with its buildings, parking lots and driveways shall be physically
separated from each adjoining street by a curb or other suitable barrier to prevent
unchanneled vehicular ingress or egress.
r. Lighting in accordance with article IX of this chapter of this chapter shall be
installed in all parking and service areas.
s. Where the provisions of this subsection are in conflict with the provisions of
subsection (d) of this section, dimensional requirements, the more stringent of
the provisions shall apply.
t. Hotel sites may include the following accessory uses: fishing pier (with CAMA
authorization), restaurant, indoor entertainment facility, indoor public assembly,
retail, office and on-site rental of beach chairs and umbrellas provided that:
1. Storage of such items, overnight and during hours of operation shall be
located westward of the static line and shall not be visible from the beach.
2. Beach chairs and umbrellas to be placed upon the beach shall contain no
commercial signage. Property identifiers such as initials and numbering shall
be located on the interior or underside of any chair or umbrella. Any other
signage shall not be visible from the beach.
3. Placement of beach chairs and umbrellas upon the beach shall not restrict or
impede the flow of vehicular, pedestrian or emergency services traffic. All
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public access points shall be free and clear of all obstructions and rental
equipment for a minimum distance of 50 feet in any direction.
4. All transactions involved in the operation of this rental service, including tips,
shall occur inside the principal structure, i.e.; the hotel or west of the static
line.
5. Rentals shall be limited to hotel patrons.
6. Under no circumstance shall beach chairs and umbrellas be left on the beach
or be east of the static line overnight.
7. At the close of business hours the beach upon which rentals occur shall be
cleaned of all loose trash and debris.
8. Beach chairs and umbrellas shall only be set up when requested by the
customer, beach chairs and umbrellas shall not be pre-set.
9. Emergency services personnel have the right to move beach chairs and
umbrellas as necessary to ensure a clear line of sight for safety purposes.
10. Any violation of these regulations may result in any of the following actions:
i.

Removal of equipment left on the beach overnight;

ii. Issuance of civil penalty pursuant to section 1-6 of this Code; or
iii. Immediate revocation of the zoning permit.
u. A pre-application conference shall be held between the planning board and the
applicant. The applicant shall present at least a survey and conceptual site plan.
Under Staff Recommendation below, applicable standards for hotels in the CR district,
consistent with those for hotels allowed in the C-1, C-2, and HO districts, are shown to
be inserted within the table provided under Section 7.12.1. Regulations not addressed
within the former regulations have been highlighted.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
In general terms, the policies in the Comprehensive Plan support the development of
new hotels in specific areas of the Town that do not include the oceanfront and CR
zoning district, while supporting flexibility with respect to preexisting hotels. The
Comprehensive Plan specifically notes that “Large scale hotels and multi-family
buildings with higher heights are incompatible with the desired scale and character of
the oceanfront and are difficult to manage with respect to beach erosion. In the future,
new oceanfront structures should generally be limited to 5,000 square feet of heated
area and 35 feet in height (this could be higher to accommodate architectural
requirements).”
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION
To address the direction by the Board of Commissioners, it is Staff’s recommendation
that the following amendments to the UDO be adopted:
•

Section 6.6, Table of Use and Activities, be amended to delete an erroneous “s”
from “HOTELS,” and within the column associated with the CR zoning district,
add a “CS” to denote that the use requires a conditional use permit and is subject
to supplemental regulations.

•

That Section 7.12, Hotels, be amended as follows:
SECTION 7.12 HOTELS.
Hotels are permitted in accordance with Section 6.6, Table of Uses and Activities,
provided the following additional requirements and conditions are met:
7.12.1. Dimensional Requirements.

Lot Width
Front Setback

Rear Setback
Side Setback

CR
150 feet
The minimum
front yard along
property lines
abutting the rightof-way line of S.
Virginia Dare
Trail/NC 12 or S.
Old Oregon Inlet
Road/NC 1243
shall be forty-five
(45) feet.
25 feet
A minimum side
yard of ten (10)
feet is required
from any side
property line,
other than a side
property line
along a street
right-of-way; for
buildings with a
height greater
than thirty-five
(35) feet, such
minimum required
side yard shall
increase by one
(1) foot for each
foot in height

TABLE 7-2: DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR HOTELS
C-1
C-2
HO
100 feet
150 feet
15 feet; portions of
30 feet; portions of
15 feet; portions of
buildings greater than buildings greater than buildings greater than two
two stories shall be set two stories shall be set stories shall be set back an
back an additional 10
back an additional 10
additional 10 feet for every
feet.
feet.
story over two. In any
instance the setback need
not exceed 30 feet.

25 feet

10 feet; 15 feet for corner lot; portions of
buildings greater than two stories shall be set
back an additional 10 feet.
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Height
Open Space

Lot Coverage
Density

Unit Size
(Room)
Unit Size
(Efficiency)
Unit Size

CR
greater than
thirty-five (35)
feet. For any side
property lines
along a street
right-of-way, the
minimum required
yard shall be no
less than the
minimum required
front yard or side
yard, whichever is
greater.
60 feet
A minimum of fifty
percent (50%) of
the area
established by
each minimum
setback shall be
undeveloped and
landscaped as
open space.
Underground
components of
wastewater
systems are
allowed to be
located within
minimum required
setbacks.
40%
For the first acre,
a maximum of 16
units shall be
allowed; 20 units
per acre shall be
allowed for each
additional acre,
with the total
allowable number
of units prorated
based upon partial
acreage in excess
of one acre.
Minimum 300 sq.
ft.; Maximum 700
sq. ft.
Minimum 400 sq.
ft.; Maximum 700
sq. ft.
Minimum 400 sq.

TABLE 7-2: DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR HOTELS
C-1
C-2
HO

35 feet
50% of side yard to
50% of side yard to
remain as open space. remain as open space.

60 feet
50% of side yard to remain
as open space. Minimum 5
feet, Maximum 10 feet.

55%

Maximum 20 units per
site.

65%

None

None

Minimum 300 sq. ft, Maximum 700 sq. ft.

Minimum 400 sq. ft, Maximum 700 sq. ft.
Minimum 400 sq. ft, Maximum 900 sq. ft.
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(Suite)

Minimum
Units Per
Building
Building
Separation

CR
ft.; Maximum 700
sq. ft.

2

2

20 ft; A sidewalk
or boardwalk
constructed to
provide a grade
separation from
vehicular traffic of
at least six inches
shall connect all
principal buildings
on the site.
Separate buildings
shall be connected
with pedestrian
passageways that
are striped when
crossing traffic
lanes.

20 ft; A sidewalk or boardwalk constructed to provide a grade separation from
vehicular traffic of at least six inches shall connect all principal buildings on the
site. Separate buildings shall be connected with pedestrian passageways that
are striped when crossing traffic lanes.

Ocean/Sound
Access

NA

Accessory
Uses

TABLE 7-2: DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR HOTELS
C-1
C-2
HO
Up to 33% of units can be suites.
Maximum 1,200 sq. ft.
Up to 33% of units can be
suites.

Fishing pier (with
CAMA
authorization),
restaurant, indoor
entertainment
facility, indoor
public assembly,
retail, office and
on-site rental of
beach chairs and
umbrellas.

Hotel parcels east of
US 158 must be within
1,000 feet in a
straight-line distance
to a public ocean
access. The access
must consist of a
minimum five-foot
wide improved
pedestrian path.
Hotels west of US 158
must provide direct,
private soundfront
access

Hotel parcels east of
US 158 must be within
1,000 feet in a
straight-line distance
to a public ocean
access. The access
must consist of a
minimum five-foot
wide improved
pedestrian path.
Hotels west of US 158
must provide direct,
private soundfront
access

Retail shops, offices, restaurants, indoor
entertainment facilities, indoor public assembly
for the benefit of occupants, guests and the
general public, cottage court.
Hotel allowed as accessory to other commercial.
Dormitory for employee housing.
Single-family dwelling for employee/owner
housing.
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7.12.2. Dormitory for Employee Housing.
Hotels may have accessory, employee dormitories intended to furnish group housing for
employees provided the following conditions are met:
7.12.2.1. All accessory employee dormitories must be located on the same site
as the hotel use.
7.12.2.2. An employee dormitory shall not contain more than one (1) kitchen.
7.12.2.3. The square footage of an employee dormitory building shall be limited
to no more than twenty-five (25) percent of the square footage of the principal
hotel building(s) on the site.
With regard to the Planning Board’s review and action, Staff recommends consideration
of the following UDO provisions:
3.5.3. Action by the Planning Board.
3.5.3.1. Every proposed amendment, UDO text amendment or zoning
map amendment, shall be referred to the Planning Board for its
recommendation and report. The Board of Commissioners is not bound by
the recommendations, if any, of the Planning Board.
3.5.3.2. Prior to the consideration by the Board of Commissioners of a
proposed UDO text amendment or zoning map amendment, the Planning
Board shall advise and comment on whether the proposed amendment is
consistent with the Comprehensive Plan. The Planning Board shall
provide a written recommendation, certified by the UDO Administrator, to
the Board of Commissioners that addresses plan consistency and other
matters as deemed appropriate by the Planning Board, but a comment by
the Planning Board that a proposed amendment is inconsistent with the
Comprehensive Plan shall not preclude consideration or approval of the
proposed amendment by the Board of Commissioners.
3.5.3.3. Members of the Planning Board shall not vote on
recommendations regarding any UDO text amendment or zoning map
amendment where the outcome of the mater being considered is
reasonably likely to have a direct, substantial, and readily identifiable
financial impact on the member.
The Planning Board should also take into account the following UDO provisions
applicable to review and action on the text amendment by the Board of Commissioners:
3.5.4. Action by the Board of Commissioners.
Action upon an UDO text amendment or zoning map amendment, including
the scheduling of a public hearing, will be at the discretion of the Board of
Commissioners.
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3.5.4.1. Before an item is placed on the consent agenda to schedule a
public hearing, the Planning Board's recommendation on each
proposed amendment must be received by the Board of
Commissioners. If no recommendation is received from the Planning
Board within 30 days from the date when submitted to the Planning
Board, the petitioner may take the proposal to the Board of
Commissioners without a recommendation from the Planning Board.
However, the Planning Board may request the Board of
Commissioners to delay final action on the amendment until such time
as the Planning Board can present its recommendations. No such
limitations shall apply to applications or requests submitted by Town
staff or any Town Board.
3.5.4.2. After receiving a recommendation from the Planning Board on
a proposed amendment, the Board of Commissioners may proceed to
vote on the proposed ordinance, refer it to a committee for further
study, or take any other action consistent with its usual rules of
procedure.
3.5.4.3. The Board of Commissioners is not required to take final
action on a proposed amendment within any specific period of time.
Final action on an UDO text amendment or zoning map amendment
submitted by third parties will be taken within a reasonable time. Final
action taken within 90 days of the public hearing before the Board of
Commissioners shall be presumptively reasonable.
3.5.4.4. No member of the Board of Commissioners shall vote on any
zoning map amendment or UDO text amendment where the outcome
of the matter being considered is reasonably likely to have a direct,
substantial and readily identifiable financial impact.
3.5.4.5. Prior to adopting or rejecting any UDO text and/or map
amendment, the Board of Commissioners shall adopt one of the
following statements which shall not be subject to judicial review.
3.5.4.5.1. A statement approving the amendment and describing
its consistency with the adopted Comprehensive Plan and
explaining why the action taken is reasonable and in the public
interest.
3.5.4.5.2. A statement rejecting the amendment and describing
its inconsistency with the adopted Comprehensive Plan and
explaining why the action taken is reasonable and in the public
interest.
3.5.4.5.3. A statement approving the amendment and containing
at least all of the following:
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3.5.4.5.3.1. A declaration that the approval is also
deemed an amendment to the Comprehensive Plan. The
Board of Commissioners shall not require any additional
request or application for amendment to the
Comprehensive Plan.
3.5.4.5.3.2. An explanation of the change in conditions
the Board of Commissioners took into account in
amending the UDO to meet the development needs of
the community.
3.5.4.5.3.3. Why the action was reasonable and in the
public interest.
3.5.4.6. In deciding whether to adopt a proposed amendment to this
UDO, the central issue before the Board of Commissioners is whether
the proposed amendment advances the public health, safety, or
welfare. When considering proposed map amendments:
3.5.4.6.1. The Board of Commissioners shall consider the entire
range of permitted uses in the requested classification.
Attachments:
1. Letter from Alex Moore, President, Seaboard Hotels, dated March 2, 2021
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March 2, 2021

VIA EMAIL
Michael Zehner
Director Planning & Development
Town of Nags Head
5401 South Croatan Highway
Nags Head, NC 27959

Re:

Support for UDO Text Amendments Pertaining to Nonconforming Hotels

Dear Michael:
Thank you and the rest of the officials from the Town of Nags Head for meeting with us this
past week to discuss the reconsideration of the text amendments to the UDO pertaining to
nonconforming hotels. It was a pleasure putting faces to all the names and getting the
opportunity to delve into both the rationale behind and the practical import of the proposed
changes to the UDO.
As first- and second-generation owner-operators of the Surf Side Hotel, we want to express our
strong support for the further consideration and enactment of these important changes to the
UDO. These amendments would provide owners of legacy hotels in Nags Head with a clear
path and a potential economic rationale for investing in properties that are 30-50 years old.
In our case, operating the Surf Side as an existing nonconforming property under the code has
resulted in a delay of material renovations over the past several years and protracted internal
discussions as to the property’s highest and best use. Conversely, the introduction of the
proposed text amendments to the UDO have led us to strongly reconsider the merits of a major
investment and renovation to the improvements and grounds at the Surf Side.
At this time, we would, however, like to offer two suggestions to the proposed text
amendments for further consideration by you, your staff, the Planning Board and the Board of
Commissioners.

1) Provide Greater Flexibility with Respect to Dimensional Requirements
A very real challenge faced by beachfront legacy hotel owners is the lack of, or insufficient
design for, common areas and amenities to meet modern tastes and demands of today’s
vacationers. Most hotels built in the 1960s – 1980s focused on providing guests with a room
and access to the beach. Common elements may have included a pool and modest guest
reception, but few operators foresaw the demands for grander lobbies, expansive breakfast
rooms, and other amenities such as fitness centers and spas.
Significant discussion of the proposed UDO amendments has centered around the “right”
dimensional requirements. It appears that planning staff initially proposed use of the C-2
requirements but were urged by the Board of Commissioners to also consider the original CR
requirements. The most recent staff proposal appears to be a hybrid of both.
While any of these proposals has merit, the most recent version may offer legacy hotel owners
the least flexibility of any set of requirements; the most restrictive setbacks have been
imported from the former CR code in addition to the most restrictive density and lot coverage
requirements that apply in the current C-2.
We would encourage consideration of the requirements found in the HO district that do not
prescribe density limits based on unit count and which offer a greater level of lot coverage.
This combination would provide legacy hotel owners with the most discretion to provide for the
missing common elements at many older properties while also ensuring that room counts can
be adjusted to generate the revenues that major renovations will require.
2) Allow for Integration of Currently Owned Adjacent Properties
We would like to ensure that whatever dimensional requirements are ultimately adopted in the
proposed UDO be applied to the entirety of the properties owned by and adjacent to legacy
hotel properties, even if these other lands are currently separate legal tracts. In our case, the
land on which the Surf Side Hotel is located is flanked by parcels held by the same group of
owners – one that has been improved with a 6-unit condominium building, including an indoor
pool, and the other that is unimproved.
Both parcels flanking the hotel originally were acquired with the intent to expand or augment
the main hotel operations. Zoning codes made it inadvisable or unattractive to legally combine
these properties. However, if the proposed UDO amendments clearly contemplated the
application of the dimensional requirements to the totality of any lands adjacent to and
presently owned by legacy hotel operators, we would likely pursue the steps necessary to
create one lot comprised of all three land tracts in order to create the best holistic project and
experience for our guests.

Finally, and regardless of the outcome of the consideration of these suggestions, I want to again
thank you and the rest of the Town officials for your constructive approach to our
conversations and your earnest and clear guidance as to how we might best proceed as we
consider the potential application of the UDO changes to the Surf Side. Please note that our
meeting with all of you was the kick-off and prelude to a three-day weekend meeting of our
entire corporate team in Nags head to study the existing hotel property and the overall market
for tourism in Nags Head.
To a person, I can report that we are all excited by and hopeful for the reforms that the Town
has in mind. We would like to think that in another forty years, a fourth or even fifth
generation of the Simpler family will be proudly welcoming guests to the Outer Banks.
We appreciate your further consideration of these suggestions as you further deliberate the
best course forward for the Town and the future of its legacy hotel properties.

Sincerely,

______________________________________
Alex Moore, President

cc:

Ben Cahoon, Mayor, Town of Nags Head
Greg Sparks, Manager, Town of Nags Head
Andy Garman, Asst. Manager, Town of Nags Head
Kelly Wyatt, Deputy Director Planning & Development, Town of Nags Head
Cory Tate, Chief Building Inspector, Town of Nags Head
Ken Simpler, CEO Emeritus, Seaboard Hotels
Ken Simpler, Jr., Chairman, Seaboard Hotels
Marty Barnette, PLS, Barnette Integrated Land Planning

BOC ACTIONS
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3, 2021 (Virtual)
1.

Call to order - Mayor Cahoon called the meeting to order at 9 am.

2.
Agenda - The Board approved the March 3rd agenda with the removal of Consent Agenda item #5 re:
FY 2020/2021 Audit Contract.
3.
Recognition - Police Chief Phil Webster introduced Police Sergeant Christopher Braddy who was
recognized by the Board for 15 years of service. Fire Chief Randy Wells introduced Fire Captain Matthew
Swain who was recognized by the Board for 10 years of service.
4.
Public Comment - Mayor Cahoon confirmed with the Town Clerk that no public comments had been
received for today’s meeting. An email from former Mayor Bob Muller was made a part of today’s record and
will be noted during the Mayor’s agenda.
5.
Consent Agenda - The Board passed a motion to approve the Consent Agenda with the removal of
item #5 re: FY 21/22 Audit Contract - The Consent Agenda consisted of the following items:
Consideration of Budget Adjustment #12 to FY 20/21 Budget
Consideration of Tax Adjustment Report
Report of Preliminary Tax Delinquent List
Approval of minutes
Consideration of extension of Emergency Paid Sick Leave (EPSL) Policy
Request for Public Hearing - text amendments to the UDO re: outdoor lighting / lighting for signage
6.
FY 21/22 Audit Contract - removed from Consent Agenda - The Board passed a motion to approve the
Audit Contract with a modification to the first sentence of item #12 to read as follows: “After completing the
audit, the Auditor shall submit to the Governing Board a written report of audit “no later than six days before
the audit presentation”.
7.
Public Hearing (continued from Feb 3rd Board meeting) - to consider text amendments to the UDO
pertaining to nonconforming hotels and accessory uses in association with preexisting fishing piers - The
Board passed a motion to continue the Public Hearing to the April 7th Board meeting at 9 am.
8.
Update from Planning Director - Director Zehner highlighted several items from his monthly update. It
was Board consensus that staff proceed with plans to discuss text amendments with the Planning Board at
their March meeting to allow Level 2 vehicle chargers to be deployed at more locations in the community.
9.
Fresh Pond/AEC - It was Board consensus to agree with staff’s approach to continue to work toward
redevelopment of the Town Public Works properties adjacent to Fresh Pond (in accordance with Public Works
Master Plan efforts) and to go through the major CAMA process as necessary.
10.
Committee report - Mayor Pro Tem Siers noted that the Jockey’s Ridge/Soundside Road Committee
would be meeting soon and a report is to be provided after that time.
11.

Curb side recycling

Franchise Ordinance - the Board adopted the ordinance granting an exclusive franchise to Tidewater Fibre

Corp., d/b/a TFC Recycling for the collection and processing of recycling materials from residential units in the
Town of Nags Head as presented today.

BOC Actions
March 3, 2021

Ordinance Amending Chapter 30 - The Board adopted the ordinance amending Chapter 30 Solid Waste
Management as presented.

Trash/Recycle Pickup Schedule - The Board approved the revised sanitation route schedule as presented -

aware that contingency plans are in place for areas that have issues. The motion passed 4 - 1 with Comr.
Renée Cahoon casting the NO vote.

Blue recycle carts - Staff is to explain to blue cart holders that whoever purchased the blue carts separately to
contact the Town for a refund; and to explain that the service is no longer being provided so the carts are
being picked up; an associated budget amendment will be brought forward for consideration.

Incentive - Board members indicated that at this time they were not prepared to offer an incentive for
property owners/residents to sign up for the recycling service.
It was Board consensus to move forward with the Curbside Recycling program and to encourage
participation.
12.

Beach Nourishment Project

Report on proposed Municipal Service Districts - The report on the proposed municipal service districts was

presented.

Schedule of Public Hearing - the Board scheduled the Public Hearing on the proposed Municipal Service
Districts for 9 am on Wednesday, May 5, 2021. Comr. Renée Cahoon asked for clarification on the proposed
District 4 description - she noted that S Virginia Dare Trail does go around the Whalebone Catholic Church.

13.
Fire Station #21 - The Board passed a motion to approve the Fire Station #21 repairs and associated
budget amendment as presented.
14.

Comr. Renée Cahoon - The Board approved the GEACC 2021-2022 Annual Budget as presented.

15.

Mayor Pro Tem Siers - Staff is to look at the Town Hall roof and take care of lost shingles.

16.
Mayor Cahoon - He recently walked with Public Works staff during lunch which is something they do
every Thursday - He would like to see other departments follow their lead.
17.
Mayor Cahoon - International online flood conference - Mayor Cahoon and Town Engineer David Ryan
will be participating in a seminar entitled Adaptation of a Flood as part of an international online conference
next Thursday, March 11th from 9 to 10:30 am.
Mayor Cahoon - Soundside Event Site - It was Board consensus to agree with Mayor Cahoon to inform
18.
the Visitors Bureau, currently in discussions with various vendors concerning a facility/building for the
Soundside Event site, that the Town’s ordinance speaks for itself re: building size and height.
19.
Mayor Cahoon - The Board adopted the resolution to rescind Executive Order 10052 concerning the
suspension of J-1 Visas as presented. The Town Clerk is to distribute.
20.
Adjournment - The Board recessed to Wednesday, March 10th at 9 am in the south wing of the Fire
Station. The time was 11:15 a.m.
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MEMORANDUM
Town of Nags Head
Planning & Development Department
To: Board of Commissioners
Planning Board
From: Michael Zehner, Director of Planning & Development
Date: February 25, 2021
Subject: Planning and Development Director’s Report (G-1)
This memo provides an overview of selected Planning and Development Department
activities, projects, and initiatives. If requested, Staff will be prepared to discuss any of
this information in detail at the Board of Commissioners meeting on March 3, 2021.
Monthly Activity Report
Attached for the Board’s review is the Planning and Development Monthly Report for
January 2021. In addition to permitting, inspections, code enforcement, and Todd D.
Krafft Septic Health Initiative activities, Staff was involved in the following meetings or
activities of note during the month:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monday, January 4 - Planning & Development Department Staff Meeting
Tuesday, January 5 - Technical Review Committee Meeting
Wednesday, January 6 - Board of Commissioners Meeting
Thursday, January 7 - Town Seasonal Employee Housing Staff Meeting
Wednesday, January 13 - Arts & Culture Committee Meeting
Thursday, January 14 - Dare County CRS Group Meeting
Tuesday, January 19 - Planning Board Meeting
Wednesday, January 20 - Board of Commissioners Meeting
Monday, January 25 - Jockey’s Ridge Soundside Access Working Group Mtg.
Wednesday, January 27 - Board of Commissioners Workshop
Friday, January 29 - APA-NC Legislative Committee Annual Meeting (M. Zehner)

Community Rating System Recertification
Recently the Town underwent a verification and review of its Community Rating System
(CRS) program. The Town voluntarily participates in CRS, which is a program that
works in conjunction with the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). Participation in
NFIP is necessary to provide federally backed flood insurance, grants, loans, and
disaster assistance, while CRS is an incentive program that recognizes and encourages
community floodplain management practices that exceed the minimum requirements of
the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). In exchange for a community's proactive
efforts to reduce flood risk, policyholders in Nags Head receive reduced flood insurance
premiums for insured buildings.
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Please find attached a letter informing the Town of the results of the cycle review, along
with a copy of the draft verification report. Based on these results, the Town’s CRS
rating (on a scale of 1 to 10, with being the lowest) will improve from a Class 6 to a
Class 5. Under the Class 6 rating, property owners received a 20% discount on flood
insurance; under the new Class 5 rating, property owners will receive a 25% discount
on flood insurance. Staff understands that the rating and rate reduction will go into effect
on April 1, 2022. Once effective, the change will result in a total annual savings of
approximately $112,000 on premiums for policies in Nags Head.
Level 2 Charger
As directed at the Commissioners January 20 meeting, Staff is working to pursue a
potential arrangement to allow for the location of a charger for electric vehicles on Town
property. Staff is considering procurement requirements and will plan to return to the
Board with updates when additional information is available. It is important to note that
Staff has determined that modifications to applicable UDO regulations will be
necessary; further, Staff has recently been contacted by a private party with an interest
in locating an accessory charger on a commercial site, which may require similar
modifications to the regulations. It may be helpful for the Town to initiate this text
amendment so that it may be considered more holistically.
Planning Board - Pending Applications and Discussions
The February 16, 2021 meeting of the Planning Board (held remotely) included
consideration of text amendments to update the UDO for N.C.G.S. 160D, text
amendments to address outdoor lighting and lighting of signage, further consideration of
text amendments pertaining to nonconforming hotels and preexisting fishing piers, and
discussion of the status of the Planning & Development Departments Work Plan.
The Board’s next meeting is scheduled for March 16, 2021. At this time, the agenda is
expected to include consideration of a text amendment to allow hotels in the CR zoning
district, a text amendment to allow religious facilities as part of mixed-use
developments, a text amendment to update references to the Low Impact Development
and Stormwater Reference Manual, to replace the Low Impact Development Solutions
to Reduce Stormwater Runoff Manual, consideration of a preliminary plat for a 2-lot
subdivision at 468 W. Villa Dunes Drive, further consideration of text amendments to
update the UDO for N.C.G.S. 160D, and further review of the Planning & Development
Department’s Work Plan (current FY status, and plans for FY21-22). Additionally, there
are active pending conditional use permit applications for the property at 205 E. Baltic
Street (a.k.a. the Dream Center) and The Soundside Event Site and associated
properties; continuances were requested from the February meeting to the March
meeting, however, further continuance requests are not unanticipated.
Additional Updates
•

CAMA Land Use Plan Update - Staff participated in a virtual meeting with DCM
staff on January 13, 2021 to review the comments returned as part of the State
review. DCM staff requested that Town Staff provide a response indicating how
we intended to address the comments prior to proceeding to local adoption of the
Plan. Staff has a follow-up meeting scheduled with DCM staff for February 25 at
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4:00pm. Staff anticipates being able to bring the Plan forward for local adoption
at the Board of Commissioners’ April meeting.
•

Outdoor Lighting - As included on the Commissioners’ consent agenda, Staff
has developed lighting amendments as requested by the Board, the result of
Staff’s presentation of a report on the Town’s outdoor lighting regulations at the
Commissioners’ February 3 meeting. It should be noted, in their review of the
amendments, the Planning Board did indicate an interest in wanting to consider
additional changes in the future.
Related to these considerations, Town Staff was recently contacted by Dominion
Energy regarding plans to convert the Town’s streetlights to LED. An initial
meeting has been held and follow-up is expected before any broad effort is
initiated.

•

Town Workforce Housing Study & Plan/RFI - Assigned Town Staff met on
January 7, 2021 to discuss further actions related to this item. Initially, Staff
anticipated presenting a draft RFI and additional options at the Commissioners’
March meeting, but these materials are now expected to be presented at the
April meeting.

•

Nonconforming Hotels and Fishing Piers - Legacy Establishments/
Structures - This matter is on the Commissioners’ March 3, 2021 agenda for
public hearing, with a continuance to the Commissioners’ April 7 meeting
expected to allow for the consideration of an alternative related text amendment
at the same time.

•

Review of Residential Stormwater Regulations - Staff is awaiting further
direction from the Board of Commissioners as to whether the Board wishes to
discuss the Town’s Residential Stormwater Regulations at a workshop,
potentially with the Planning Board.
Staff is proceeding with a text amendment to update the ordinance to reference
the recently updated Low Impact Development and Stormwater Reference
Manual, to replace the Low Impact Development Solutions to Reduce
Stormwater Runoff Manual.

•

Provisions for the Registration of Events Held at Residential Properties When it is appropriate, Staff would request feedback from the Board of
Commissioners as to whether they would like to consider for adoption provisions
requiring the registration of events held at residential properties. As noted in the
memorandum to the Planning board (LINK), a more comprehensive review and
amendment of Chapter 4, Amusements, Entertainments, Mass Gatherings and
Commercial-Outdoor Recreational Uses, may be necessary given issues that
have arisen; provisions addressing events at residential properties could be
addressed separately now, or be incorporated into this more comprehensive
review and amendment.
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•

Skate Park Renovation - Phase 1 - As previously reported, Staff finalized
submission of an application for the National Endowment for the Arts Our Town
Grant on August 18, 2020, seeking funds to design and develop plans for a
future renovation of the Skate Park; awards under this grant are not expected to
be announced until April 2021, with funds available July 1. Additionally, the Town
was awarded $30,000 in grant funds from the Tourism Board.

•

Art Masts - As previously noted, the Art Mast project, coordinated with the Arts &
Culture Committee, has resulted in four completed art panels. The Arts & Culture
Committee continues to discuss the locations for the new Art Masts, and is
considering installations beginning at Bonnet Street and ending in the Gallery
Row District. Staff is moving forward, with support from the Arts & Culture
Committee, with the reproduction of the original artwork on material that is more
weather resistance to avoid the damage or destruction to the original pieces.
Based on this, it should be possible to install completed panels this spring.

•

Decentralized Wastewater Management Plan - With the recent execution of
the contract, this project has been initiated. The consultant team held an initial
kickoff meeting with Town Staff, and an initial kickoff meeting with the Steering
Committee is in the process of being scheduled.

•

Dowdy Park Farmer’s Market - Staff has begun preparing for the 2021 Season,
and will plan to present a recap of the 2020 Season and plans for 2021 at an
upcoming Board meeting.

•

Estuarine Shoreline Management Plan - The grant award from the NFWF has
been finalized. CSI will be pursuing a separate grant costs associated with their
anticipated work on the project. Staff will begin developing a scope for the
project, to present to the Board at a future meeting, with an RFQ seeking
consultant services to follow.

•

Grants and Assistance
o Staff had submitted a request under the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program
(Tropical Storm Michael) to update the Town’s Emergency Operations
Plan. Staff learned that funding under that event was no longer being
considered, but that the request may be considered under funding
decisions related to Hurricane Dorian.
o Staff submitted a Letter of Interest (“LOI”) under the Hazard Mitigation
Grant Program related to Hurricane Dorian for the acquisition of property,
and assisted Fire Chief Wells in the submission of an LOI for replacement
of a generator; we have been notified that the generator request has been
selected for further consideration. Additionally, Staff has had recent
discussions with relevant State staff who are reviewing the request for
funds for property acquisition and expects to receive updates on this
request in the near future.
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o As noted, Staff submitted a final application for the National Endowment
for the Arts Our Town Grant on August 18, 2020 seeking funds to prepare
designs for the renovation of the Town’s Skate Park; awards under this
grant are not expected to be announced until April 2021, with funds
available July 1. Additionally, the Town was awarded $30,000 in grant
funds from the Tourism Board.
o As previously reported, the Town had submitted a letter of support to
participate in a joint grant to fund additional tide gauges to be located in
Town, as well as other locations in Dare County. The Town was notified
on January 3, 2021 that the collaborative request was selected for
funding. Town Staff is working with partners to identified suitable and
preferred locations; one gauge is expected to be located on Jennette’s
Pier, with another located along the Sound (likely in the Village at Nags
Head or on Little Bridge).
o As previously noted, the Town was notified that it was successfully
awarded $2,500 in cost share assistance from the Dare Soil and Water
Conservation District through the Community Conservation Assistance
Program for the development of a rain garden at Town Hall to improve
local water quality and serve as a Low Impact Development demonstration
and education project. Once this award is finalized, Staff will begin
working to refine the plan for this improvement.
o Staff recently applied for assistance under the Energy Transitions Initiative
Partnership Project (ETIPP) Community Technical Assistance Program
offered by the U.S. Department of Energy and the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL) for assistance in addressing electric utility
resilience for the Town and the Outer Banks, with a focus on renewable
energy sources. Related, Staff is also working to submit for a technical
assistance opportunity from the North Carolina Chapter of the American
Institute of Architects to develop best practices for building design related
to renewable energy and energy and water efficiency.
Upcoming Meetings and Other Dates
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tuesday, March 2 - Permitting and Inspections; Code Enforcement Staff Mtg
Wednesday, March 3 - Board of Commissioners Meeting
Wednesday, March 3 - Planning & Zoning; Environmental Planning; Hazard
Planning Staff Meeting
Thursday, March 4 - Jockey’s Ridge Soundside Access Working Group Meeting
Wednesday, March 10 - Arts & Culture Committee Meeting
Thursday, March 11 - Board of Adjustment Meeting
Tuesday, March 16 - Planning Board Meeting
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TOWN OF NAGS HEAD PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
MONTHLY REPORT
JANUARY 2021
DATE SUBMITTED:

February 7, 2021
Jan-21

Jan-20

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED - RESIDENTIAL
New Single Family
1
New Single Family, 3000 sf or >
0
Duplex - New
0
Sub Total - New Residential
1
Miscellaneous (Total)
27

Accessory Structure
Addition
Demolition
Move
Remodel
Repair

2020-2021
FISCAL YTD

Dec-20

1
0
0
1
41

0
4
0
4
56

3
3
0
0
12
9

2
0
0
0
7
32

8
3
1
0
16
28

Total Residential
28
BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED - COMMERCIAL
Multi-Family - New
0
Motel/Hotel - New
0
Business/Govt/Other - New
0
Subtotal - New Commercial
0
Miscellaneous (Total)
9

42

60

Accessory Structure
Addition
Demolition
Move
Remodel
Repair
Total Commercial
Grand Total
SUB-CONTRACTOR PERMITS
Electrical
Gas
Mechanical
Plumbing
Sprinkler
VALUE
New Single Family
New Single Family, 3000 sf or >
Duplex - New
Misc (Total Residential)
Sub Total Residential
Multi-Family - New
Motel/Hotel - New
Business/Govt/Other - New
Misc (Total Commercial)
Sub Total Commercial
Grand Total

0
0
0
0
8

FISCAL YEAR
INCREASE/
DECREASE

2019-2020
FISCAL YTD

11
5
0
16
230
27
20
3
0
71
109
246

4
4
0
8
213

7
1
0
8
17

23
10
2
0
48
130

4
10
1
0
23
(21)

221

25

0
0
0
0
6

0
0
0
0
43

0
0
0
0
47

47
268

6
0
(2)
0
(7)
(1)
(4)
21
0
5
14
10
2

11
0
3
0
15
18

0
0
0
0
(4)

1
0
0
0
1
7

4
0
0
0
2
2

2
0
0
0
3
1

9
37

8
50

6
66

17
0
1
0
8
17
43
289

41
5
22
13
2

257
17
201
57
3

257
12
187
47
1

$3,747,336
$2,575,000
$0
$6,550,982
$12,873,318

$892,797
$3,082,561
$0
$5,454,815
$9,430,173

$2,854,539
($507,561)
$0
$1,096,167
$3,443,145
$0
$0
$0
($298,618)
($298,618)

46
5
38
10
1

35
1
25
6
0

$450,000
$0
$0
$794,510
$1,244,510

$367,797
$0
$0
$836,068
$1,203,865

$0
$2,145,000
$0
$1,402,637
$3,547,637

$0
$0
$0
$373,505
$373,505

$0
$0
$0
$76,800
$76,800

$0
$0
$0
$326,889
$326,889

$0
$0
$0
$1,207,586
$1,207,586

$0
$0
$0
$1,506,204
$1,506,204

$1,280,665

$3,874,526

$14,080,904

$10,936,377

$1,618,015

$3,144,527

TOWN OF NAGS HEAD PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
MONTHLY REPORT
JANUARY 2021
DATE SUBMITTED:

February 7, 2021
Jan-21

ZONING
Zoning Permits
CAMA
CAMA LPO Permits
CAMA LPO Exemptions
Sand Relocations
CODE COMPLIANCE
CCO Inspections
Cases Investigated
Warnings
NOVs Issued
Civil Citations (#)
Civil Citations ($)
SEPTIC HEALTH
Tanks inspected
Tanks pumped
Water quality sites tested
Personnel Hours in
Training/School

Jan-20

35
5
6
22
18
14
5
9
8
$42,000
40
4
0
44

2020-2021
FISCAL YTD

Dec-20

16
4
15
Not Tracked
45
17
3
11
0
$0
0
4
0
14

34
2
7
8

186

2019-2020
FISCAL YTD
159

FISCAL YEAR
INCREASE/
DECREASE
27

17
31
34

21
50
Not Tracked

(4)
0
Not Tracked

34
18
10
8
10
$42,000

408
247
77
171
31
$157,000

534
255
45
209
1
$0

(126)
(8)
32
(38)
30
$157,000

16
6
0

129
52
92

16

125

Michael D. Zehner, Director of Planning & Development

96
14
112

33
38
(20)

98

27

INSURANCE SERVICES OFFICE, INC.
1000 Bishops Gate Blvd, Suite 300, P.O. Box 5404, Mt. Laurel, New Jersey 08054
Phone: (856) 787-0412 or (800) 444-4554 FAX 1-800-777-3929
Please direct correspondence to: Marlene Jacobs, ISO Specialist, 1177 E Virginia St. Stayton, OR 97383

February 22, 2021
Ms. Holly White
Principal Planner
Post Office Box 99
Nags Head, North Carolina 27959
Dear Ms. White:
Enclosed are the preliminary results regarding credits for the Community Rating System
(CRS) 2020 cycle verification visit with the Town of Nags Head, North Carolina.
A total of 2633 credit points are verified which results in a recommendation that the
community improve from a CRS Class 6 to a CRS Class 5.
Attached are the draft verification report and credit calculation worksheet (AW-720).
This report is subject to further review by Insurance Services Office, Inc. (ISO) and
acceptance by DHS/FEMA. I anticipate FEMA will accept the verification report as
written and the community will receive confirmation of the assigned flood insurance
premium discount prior to the effective date of October 1, 2022.
After the rate takes effect or within one year of the cycle visit date, the community will be
required to submit an annual recertification. Consistent implementation of the activities
credited will ensure a successful recertification process. Please continue to document
the activities credited on an annual basis until the next cycle verification visit.
The next cycle verification visit is scheduled to occur approximately five years from the
date of the last visit. Prior to the beginning of 2025, a member of the ISO staff will once
again contact you to coordinate the verification process.
Thank you for your assistance and cooperation during our visit. It was a pleasure
working with you and learning about your community.
Sincerely,
Marlene Jacobs
Marlene Jacobs, CFM
ISO/CRS Senior Floodplain Specialist
Cc:

Mr. Greg Sparks, Interim Town Manager
Mr. Roy McClure, DHS/FEMA Region IV
Mr. Steve Garrett, North Carolina State NFIP Coordinator

COMMUNITY
RATING
SYSTEM

Town of Nags Head, NC
NFIP Number: 375356

VERIFICATION
REPORT

Verified Class 5
Cycle-Phone Verification

Date of Verification Visit: September 15, 2020
This Verification Report is provided to explain the recommendations of Insurance
Services Office, Inc. (ISO) to DHS/FEMA concerning credits under the Community
Rating System (CRS) for the above named community.
A total of 2633 credit points are verified which results in a recommendation that the
community improve from a CRS Class 6 to a CRS Class 5. The community has met the
Class 5 prerequisite with a Building Code Effectiveness Grading Schedule (BCEGS)
Classification of 3/3. The following is a summary of our findings with the total CRS
credit points for each activity listed in parenthesis:
Activity 310 – Elevation Certificates: The Planning and Development Department
maintains elevation certificates for new and substantially improved buildings. Copies of
elevation certificates are made available upon request. (35 points)
Activity 320 – Map Information Service: Credit is provided for furnishing inquirers
with basic flood zone information from the community’s latest Flood Insurance Rate
Map (FIRM). Credit is also provided for the community furnishing historical flood
information, and natural floodplain functions. The service is publicized annually and
records are maintained. (70 points)
Activity 330 – Outreach Projects: Credit is provided for informational outreach
projects, general outreach projects, and targeted outreach projects. These projects are
disseminated annually. (88 points)
Activity 340 – Hazard Disclosure: Credit is provided for state and community
regulations requiring disclosure of flood hazards. (10 points)
Activity 350 – Flood Protection Information: Documents relating to floodplain
management are available in the reference section of the East Ablemarle Regional
Library System. Credit is also provided for floodplain information displayed on the
community’s website. (48 points)
Activity 360 – Flood Protection Assistance: Credit is provided for offering one-onone advice regarding property protection and making site visits before providing advice.
(55 points)

Town of Nags Head, NC
NFIP #: 375356

Page 2

Activity 410 – Floodplain Mapping: Credit is provided for conducting and adopting
flood studies for areas not included on the FIRMs and that exceed minimum mapping
standards. (51 points)
Activity 420 – Open Space Preservation: Credit is provided for preserving
approximately 58 percent of the Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) as open space and
preserving open space land in a natural state. (901 points)
Activity 430 – Higher Regulatory Standards: Credit is provided for enforcing
regulations that require freeboard for new and substantial improvement construction,
enclosure limits, and local drainage protection. Credit is also provided for the
enforcement of building codes, a BCEGS Classification of 3/3, other higher standards,
state mandated regulatory standards, and regulations administration. (412 points)
Activity 440 – Flood Data Maintenance: Credit is provided for maintaining and using
additional map data in the day to day management of the floodplain. Credit is also
provided for maintaining copies of all previous FIRMs and Flood Insurance Study
Reports. (162 points)
Activity 450 – Stormwater Management: The community enforces regulations for
stormwater management, low impact development, soil and erosion control, and water
quality. (89 points)
Section 502 – Repetitive Loss Category: Based on the updates made to the NFIP
Report of Repetitive Losses as of August 31, 2019, the Town of Nags Head, NC has
153 repetitive loss properties and is a Category C community for CRS purposes. The
community is required to submit either a Repetitive Loss Area Analysis or Floodplain
Management Plan. (No credit points are applicable to this section)
Activity 510 – Floodplain Management Planning: Credit is provided for the adoption
and implementation of the Outer Banks Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan, adopted on
July 1, 2020. A progress report must be submitted on an annual basis. Credit is also
provided for the adoption and implementation of a Natural Floodplains Functions Plan.
(357 points)
Activity 520 – Acquisition and Relocation: Credit is provided for acquiring and
relocating 19 buildings from the community’s regulatory floodplain. (57 points)
Activity 610 – Flood Warning and Response: Credit is provided for a program that
provides timely identification of impending flood threats, disseminates warnings to
appropriate floodplain residents, and coordinates flood response activities. Credit is
also provided for the designation as a Storm Ready Community by the National
Weather Service. (298 points)
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Activity 710 – County Growth Adjustment: All credit in the 400 series is multiplied by
the growth rate of the county to account for growth pressures. The growth rate for Dare
County, NC is 1.02.

Attached is the Community Calculations Worksheet that lists the verified credit points for
the Community Rating System.
CEO Name / Address:

CRS Coordinator Name / Address:

Greg Sparks
Interim Town Manager
5401 South Croatan Highway
Nags Head, North Carolina 27959

Holly White
Principal Planner
5401 South Croatan Highway
Nags Head, North Carolina 27959
(252) 449-6041

Date Report Prepared: February 17, 2021

Community :
720

Town of Nags Head, NC

NFIP Number :

COMMUNITY CREDIT CALCULATIONS

375356

(Cycle-Phone Verification):

CALCULATION SECTION :
Verified Activity Calculations:

Credit

c310
c320
c330
c340
c350
c360
c370

35
70
88
10
48
55

35
70
88
10
48
55

c410
c420
c430
c440
c450

50
883
404
159
87

c510
c520
c530
c540

357
57

357
57

c610
c620
c630

298

298

x CGA
x CGA
x CGA
x CGA
x CGA

1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02

=
=
=
=
=

51
901
412
162
89

Community Classification Calculation:
cT = total of above
Community Classification (from Table 110-1):

cT =

2633

Class =

5

CEO Name/Address:

CRS Coordinator Name/Address:

Greg Sparks
Interim Town Manager
5401 South Croatan Highway
Nags Head, North Carolina 27959

Holly White
Principal Planner
5401 South Croatan Highway
Nags Head, North Carolina 27959
(252) 449-6041

Date Report Prepared: February 17, 2021
AW-720

